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what lies ahead with complete accuracy of course, but the

FX workflows. All this is set against the backdrop of COVID-19
trading firms throughout much of next year. No one can predict
industry and market structure developments we are focusing on
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look certain to have a big impact on the future evolution of FX.
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This month we are also exploring the voice, electronic and

This will inevitably mean further electronification, even amongst
the holdouts. So whether voice trading will continue to persist
in FX at its current level is a difficult question to answer, but it
seems unlikely.
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Natixis agrees KPI-linked FX framework
Natixis Corporate & Investment

to-long term sustainability targets

proud to support Enel in reaffirming

Banking (Natixis CIB) and Enel have

in accordance with Enel’s existing

its core strategic principles and

reached an agreement to link foreign

Sustainability-Linked Financing

pursuing its ecological transition by

exchange derivatives transactions

Framework. Under the framework, FX

providing an innovative financial

between the parties to Enel’s medium-

options, forwards and swaps executed

solution to align its forex derivatives

between Natixis CIB and Enel

transactions with its sustainable

accumulate a sustainability incentive

principles.” Cristiano Marinoni,

that Natixis CIB will transfer to Enel

Senior Solution Sales, Italy and

upon its achievement of its December

Laurent Guillaume, Expert Leader

2022 renewable consolidated installed

FX Financial Engineering at Natixis

capacity objective, to be verified by an

Corporate & Investment Banking said:

independent third party.

“Through this agreement with Enel,

Institutional

EMBARK POWERFUL
LIQUIDITY SOLUTIONS

Natixis further cements its positioning

NEWS

Julien Duquenne

Julien Duquenne, Co-Head of Green

as a go-to financial partner for its

& Sustainable Finance, Origination &

clients’ energy transition strategies,

Advisory, EMEA, Natixis Corporate

extending it for the first time to

& Investment Banking said: “We are

foreign exchange market activities.”

FairXchange selected by 360T
Financial markets data science firm

and liquidity consumers, optimising

FairXchange has been selected

execution and delivering commercial

by Deutsche Börse’s 360TGTX for

benefits to all participants.

independent execution analytics.
FairXchange’s Horizon has been

Simon Jones, Chief Growth Officer,

integrated with the 360TGTX platform

360T explained: “In Horizon,

to analyse trade and pricing data. This

FairXchange has built a unique tool for

will support the 360TGTX Liquidity

delivering intelligence to platforms such

Management and Sales teams in

as ourselves. The range of capabilities

having mutually beneficial data-driven

and ease of presentation has made this

discussions with both liquidity providers

an essential part of our engagement
with both Makers and Takers. It is great
to see innovation like this, a real credit
to Guy and his team.”

Guy Hopkins

Guy Hopkins, Founder & CEO,

they have provided critical input as we

FairXchange added, “We are thrilled

continue to innovate in this space. We

to be working with 360TGTX, a global

are very excited to be partnering with a

trading venue with a broad range

leading FX platform provider.”

Combine power and tailor-made for best-in-class execution on FX Spot, Metals,
Swaps, Forwards and Commodities. With a deep liquidity pool, custom streams,
a hybrid execution model and the best trading environments, you are ready to
expand your counterparty network.
Partner with the Swiss leader in online banking (SIX:SQN).

of execution styles and customer

Simon Jones
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demographics. We are able to provide

FairXchange specialises in

accessible, actionable data to the

microstructural analysis of financial

360TGTX team to further optimise

markets and brings clarity and

execution results. We have adapted a

transparency to execution performance

number of features in Horizon to suit

through the provision of independent

360TGTX’s specific requirements, and

data.

swissquote.com/fx-prime
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Deutsche Bank delivers treasury workflow
solution for Merck India
Deutsche Bank has delivered a

its data flow, eliminating FX risk

first-of-its-kind treasury workflow

and removing the need for manual

solution for Merck India, integrating

intervention from treasury or shared

cross-border payment flows along with

service centres.

®

Evolving with the Market
Added Functionality to Support Algos & Allocations Now Live

regulatory validations, FX execution &
risk management as well as liquidity

“We are proud that we’ve been able

management including automated

to put together such an innovative

reconciliation into a single, streamlined

treasury solution for the world’s oldest

process to support Merck’s cross-border

operating chemical and pharmaceutical

business. The new workflow generates

company,” says Rajesh Thakur,

savings of low single digit million EUR

Deutsche Bank’s Co- Head Global

to 95% when reconciling accounts

a year for– completely automating

Transaction banking in India. “To meet

receivable across all possible modes of

Merck’s key objectives, we deployed

incoming payments.

Jörg Bermüller

innovation and automation into
workflows tailored to Merck’s specific

“The journey has accomplished

business & treasury requirements,

substantial financial savings, the

ensuring that the solutions work with

automation of processes and the

minimal human involvement.”

prevention of fraud. Through

NEWS

cross-functional collaboration and

Rajesh Thakur

Part of the automation includes an

harnessing of new technology, the

innovative Receivables Matching and

project transformed our India treasury

Analytics solution powered by artificial

processes into a state-of-the-art

intelligence (AI) which seamlessly

organisation,” says Jörg Bermüller,

integrates with Merck’s ERP systems,

Head of Cash and Risk Management in

providing automation rates of up

Group Treasury, Merck.

FlexTrade integrates Tradefeedr
FlexTrade Systems has announced that

enables collaborative analysis of

directly with liquidity providers within

Tradefeedr’s unified data analytics

trading performance between liquidity

FlexTRADER EMS, improving accuracy

API is fully integrated and available

providers and their clients using

and speed of FX trading-decision

within FlexTRADER EMS. Tradefeedr

standardized common metrics. The

making and overall execution quality.

RFS
Functionality
Added

GUI
Live
FX Spot
Streaming
Only

FX Fwds,
Swaps Added

London
& Tokyo
Offices Open

Streaming
Precious
Metals Added

FX|Insights
Analytics Tool
Launched

NDF/NDS,
PM Swaps
Added

USD11T
Supported
for 2020

Total Reaches
15 LPs

Algos &
Allocations
Functionality
Added

first FlexTrade client, a European

Andy Mahoney
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tier-one buy-side firm, is now live and

Andy Mahoney, Managing Director,

in production using the integration.

EMEA at FlexTrade, noted: “A

FlexTrade’s new API integration to

significant operational burden buy-

Tradefeedr delivers FX data and pre-

side trading teams face is producing

built, customizable analytics directly

accurate, normalized FX data on which

into the FlexTRADER EMS Order

to base trading decisions. Mahoney

Blotter, enabling users to process

added, “By integrating Tradefeedr

vast volumes of real-time, actionable

directly into our EMS order blotter,

FX trading and market data within

analysis-ready data and analytics are

existing workflows. As a result, clients

available at their fingertips, delivering

can seamlessly review their trading

actionable intelligence when FX

markouts, impacts, and spreads

traders need it the most.”

®

FXSpotStream is a bank owned consortium operating as a market utility, providing the infrastructure
that facilitates a multibank API and GUI to route trades from clients to LPs. FXSpotStream provides a
multibank FX streaming Service supporting trading in FX Spot, Forwards, Swaps, NDF/NDS and
Precious Metals Spot and Swaps. Clients access a GUI or single API from co-location sites in New York,
London and Tokyo and can communicate with all LPs connected to the FSS Service. Clients can also
access the entire Algo Suite of the FSS LPs, and assign pre- and/or post-trade allocations to their
orders. FXSpotStream does not charge brokerage fees to its clients or LPs for its streaming offering.
Algo fees from an LP are solely determined by the LP.
DECEMBER 2021
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Eurex expands FX offering to major European currencies
Eurex has expanded its FX Futures

liquidity hub covering major European

Eurex FX Futures are comparable to

coverage to the most heavily traded

currencies. The exchange has started

OTC FX forwards but have significantly

European currencies after GBP, CHF,

trading seven new FX Futures on

lower counterparty credit risk (CCR) as

and EUR. The derivatives trading arm

Scandinavian currencies, including

financial obligations are guaranteed by

of Eurex continues to develop into a

EUR/NOK, EUR/SEK, EUR/DKK, USD/

Eurex Clearing as central counterparty

NOK, USD/SEK, USD/DKK, NOK/SEK. A

(CCP). For those traders who want

liquidity scheme caters for tight pricing

to take their contracts to expiration,

and competitive liquidity.

Eurex FX Futures are physically settled
through CLS.In total, Eurex offers now

NEWS

Maximilian Dannheimer

Maximilian Dannheimer, Head of FX

19 currency pairs including seven pairs

ETD Sales at Eurex: “Gaining exposure

on Scandinavian currencies. All Eurex

to Swedish, Danish and Norwegian

FX contracts are 100,000 units (except

currencies allows clients to hedge

for NOK/SEK pair) of the base currency

positions and seize unique trading

with a minimum price change at

opportunities. The launch of Scandinavian

1/10th of a pip. Eurex Listed FX service

currency futures is a natural evolution

portfolio can be accessed through

to offer transparency and minimize risk

the standard T7 trading system or

by exchange-traded, centrally cleared

Deutsche Börse’s OTC FX platform

derivatives in G10 currencies.”

360T.

MillTechFX partners with Investec
MillTechFX, the FinTech affiliate of

many banks requesting collateral to be

Millennium Global Investments, has

posted upfront (initial margin) and on

partnered with Investec Bank plc, the

an ongoing basis (variation margin).

global bank and wealth manager,

This can lead to a cash drag on the

to provide fund managers with

funds, with AUM being held back to

an innovative margin-free foreign

meet a margin call instead of being

exchange (FX) hedging solution. As

invested. MillTechFX and Investec’s

assets under management (AUM)

new margin-free hedging solution aims

continue to grow rapidly in the

to solve this issue by removing the

alternative investment community, an

need for fund managers to post initial

increasing number of fund managers

and/or variation margin – and crucially

have adopted a global strategy for

without jeopardising best execution,

raising and deploying their capital.

ensuring total cost transparency. This

However, with average investment

frees up cash, enabling fund managers

with our independent multi-bank

lifecycles for private debt funds lasting

to invest more capital, increase

marketplace, will help managers

one to five years, and private equity

operational efficiency and drive

significantly reduce their operational

fund terms being closer to ten, this

down costs for their investors. Max

risk and costs while also enabling

introduces a long-term exposure

Dobson, Commercial Director of

them to demonstrate best execution

to currency risk, usually hedged at

MillTechFX, commented: “We are

and best practice to their investors.

the fund or share class level by the

excited to be partnering with such

This is the first of many strategic

manager using FX forward contracts.

a dynamic, global bank that is truly

partnerships for MillTechFX, and we

These FX forward contracts can be

committed to providing an excellent

look forward to announcing more

a significant drain on capital for

service for its clients. Investec’s credit

partnerships with innovative firms like

alternative investment managers, with

appetite and balance sheet, combined

Investec in the coming months.”
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TRADE SMARTER,
FASTER AND
SAFER
Refinitiv’s desktop software, trading venues, data platform and post-trade
solutions empowers you to establish and operate a full FX trading franchise,
while equally supporting your clients and partners across your network.

Max Dobson

Choose the FX trading ecosystem that powers the global FX community.
And make every trade count.

refinitiv.com/fx
Refinitiv, an LSEG (London Stock Exchange Group) business, is one of the world’s largest providers of financial markets data and infrastructure. With $6.25 billion in
revenue, over 40,000 customers and 400,000 end users across 190 countries, Refinitiv is powering participants across the global financial marketplace. We provide
information, insights and technology that enable customers to execute critical investing, trading and risk decisions with confidence. By combining a unique open platform
with best-in-class data and expertise, we connect people to choice and opportunity – driving performance, innovation and growth for our customers and partners.

An LSEG Business

RE1370648/3-21
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RECENT EVENT

assessing the uptake, usage and buy
sides views on algo offerings.

The Finance Hive:

FX Members Meeting, London
December 2nd, 2021 marked ‘back

3.

to live’ for The Finance Hive, as they

nearly two years. Held at the Royal

4.

The group were particularly
interested in the development of
NDF electronification, agreeing that
the buy side need to collectively
push for changes to be made, and
vendors to react. NDF streaming has
experienced a major upswing in the

a challenge made even more complex

last 24 months, based on a market

shake-up in 2022

on the back of a highly volatile year

shift toward electronic channels and

for FX. Of the buy side members at the

assisted by remarkable growth in

Automation is here to

meeting, 50% were currently active

particular local emerging markets

complement the human skill-set

users of algos, with an additional 30%

(EM). In particular, many members

looking to utilise algo trading over the

noted NDFs have offered considerable

next 12 months.

benefits for emerging markets (EM)

of the future will be fully focussed on

4. Automation – Humans And

execution and have helped to drive

automation, with centralised platforms

Machines Will Always Go Hand-

uptake.

allowing access to multiple 3rd party

In-Hand

Institute of British Architects, London,

RECENT EVENT

Horizons In 2022

The FX industry is poised for a

hosted the first in person members
meeting for their FX community for

2. NDF Electronification – New

The FX London meeting celebrated

1. FX Algos – Bridging The Gap

bringing the FX community back

While the quality of FX data and

together, as well as ushering in the

analytics lags behind that in equity

For those using them, FX algos were

beginning of the festive season

trading, FX algos are still viewed as

most commonly supplied by either

algos and other solutions. In addition,

There were concerns that automation

with mulled wine and mince pies

critical and represent the direction

BNP Paribas or Morgan Stanley, with

As it stands, NDF execution still

the buy side are now considering

would fundamentally alter the

aplenty. The meeting was supported

in which FX trading is headed. The

buy side agreeing that reducing

remains primarily voice traded,

the option to create decentralised

role of the FX trader. Will there

by Curex Group, 360T, CME Group,

buy side acknowledged during the

market impact and improving

however expectations for

technology stacks and solution wheels

be a necessary shift in the focus

LCH, LSEG, Northern Trust and FX

discussion that liquidity remains

transparency were the two main

development centre around NDF algos

to best fit trading circumstances at the

of a trader from execution toward

Connect – who helped facilitate a

fragmented and it can be difficult

benefits of trading via algo, but also

and increased streaming options,

time of trading.

viewing and interpreting markets?

day of benchmarking, networking,

to access liquidity at certain times or

that existing solutions lacked fill data

which are expected to further drive

and celebrating the achievements of

during market stress. As such, this has

value analysis and customisation

efficiencies for the buy side. With

On the horizon, Peer to Peer, pre-trade

roles will change, but it’s clear that

the FX community in the time they’ve

acted as a catapult for FX algo uptake

options. With algos becoming such

these changes it will be necessary for

TCA and technology containerisation

the skill sets needed for the future

been apart.

on the buy side. Buy side desks are on

a core driver in FX, The Finance Hive

adjustments to be made to market

were also discussed. In addition,

trader will be very different from

a continual journey to find the sweet

have announced they will be releasing

infrastructure, and any on-the-

it appears institutional interest in

those today and this is already under

spot between risk and best execution,

a Global FX Algo Pulse Report in 2022,

desk developments will need to be

cryptocurrencies and digital assets has

consideration as members consider

Head of FX Trading at T. Rowe Price

underpinned by high-performance

finally found its way to the buy side

new hires on the desk.

set the scene as he spoke on building

technology.

desk, with several attendees sharing

The opening address from Toby Baker,

a best-in-class hybrid trading desk and

Ultimately, it remains to be seen how

their intention to establish a crypto

The view of automation and the

shared his insights as to how he sees

3. FX Trading – A New Beginning?

trading desk over the coming year.

human trader is that they go hand-

the FX market developing into 2022.

Following a disruptive 18 months, the

The meeting included advice from

in-hand. So while the human trader

Throughout the day heads of desk

future of the industry as we shape

Jean-Marc Bonnefous, Managing

is still vital, their role is shifting

joined roundtable discussions based

up for a new way of working was at

Partner at Tellurian Capital as to what

towards an advisory role, with some

on their top priorities and challenges

the top of buy side members’ minds.

the make-up of an institutional crypto

firms desiring skill sets of data and

with topics ranging from liquidity

Members agreed that the trading desk

desk should look like.

coding.

curation to NDF electronification, and
the future of the trader.
The top four takeaways from the
meeting were:
1.

FX uptake of algos is on the rise

2.

Buy side are hungry for NDF
electronification
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“GREAT FORMAT, WITH DISCUSSIONS BEING
SO OPEN. THE ADDED ASPECT THAT SERVICE
PROVIDERS ARE IN ATTENDANCE TO JOIN IN
DISCUSSIONS RATHER THAN TO PROMOTE OR
SALES PITCH PRODUCTS IS VERY REFRESHING”
FX DEALER, COLCHESTER GLOBAL INVESTORS

The Finance Hive next look forward
to meeting with their global FX
community in person in Boston on
March 8th, and Singapore on the
22nd March. To learn more about The
Finance Hive and becoming a member
of this private buy side community visit
https://www.thehive-network.com/
the-finance-hive-about-fx/
DECEMBER 2021
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Introducing DXtrade: a new multi-asset
trading platform
SaaS
for
FX/CFD,
Crypto,
Options,
Futures
trading
platform
forStocks,
FX & CFD
brokers

A stand-out-from-the-crowd
platform with unique features
14 DECEMBER 2021
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MARKET COMMENTARY

The road ahead:

What does 2022 hold
for e-FX?
MARKET COMMENTARY

As yet another year draws to a close, the institutional FX markets continue to pose interesting
questions. New regulations have caused changes in the markets, while technology has prompted
others. As with everything else in 2021, the COVID pandemic has affected the FX markets, and
participants have dealt with the ramifications. so what is in store for e-FX in 2022? Vivek Shankar
outlines a few important trends that market observers and experts will be keeping an eye on.

have faced their share of challenges

buy-side demands have led to a shift.

over the last three years. Russell

“Non-bank liquidity providers are

Dinnage, Head of the Capital Markets

seeking to broaden their capabilities

Intelligence Practice at GreySpark

in non-spot / forward markets

Partners, points out that non-bank

to accommodate the increased

liquidity providers have encroached

complexity of buy-side firm client

on business traditionally executed by

hedging demands,” he says. “At the

ECNs and MDPs.

same time, those same buy-side firm
clients are continuing to acquire their

Vivek Shankar

“As a result, where once the

own liquidity aggregation capabilities

concentration of liquidity on the

and the ability to standardize market

largest MDPs was highest in a small

data and trade data into FIX.”

number of spot / forward currency

TRADING PLATFORM
DEVELOPMENTS

pairs,” he says, “the medium-term

The result is the diminished

trend now appears to be a shift away

importance of a single MDP to

Technology has changed the way

of overall trading volumes from the

concentrate liquidity, and Dinnage

firms trade FX. While voice broking

largest MDPs.”

expects this trend to continue into

still exists in significant numbers in

The issue at heart is the liquidity

2022.

the swaps and NDF business, spot

aggregation capabilities offered by

is almost entirely electronic. The

MDPs. While MDPs spread price

electronification of swaps trading has

knowledge of major currency pairs,

THE RISE OF TCA AND
ANALYTICS

produced heated debates, with more

they fail to distinguish between

As technology improves, market

than one service provider taking a

genuine LPs and intermediaries. Thus,

participants are demanding greater

shot at introducing solutions for mid-

liquidity knowledge is limited, and

transparency and insight into their

market risk exchange. ECNs and MDPs

Dinnage points out that increasing

execution patterns. Buy-side firms

Image by Shutterstock
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Global foreign exchange market turnover Net-net basis- Daily averages, in millions of US dollars

“Non-bank liquidity providers are seeking to broaden their
capabilities in non-spot / forward markets to accommodate the
increased complexity of buy-side firm client hedging demands,”

growth in the use of graph databases

have an impact in this regard. Other

for market/trade data analysis and the

developments are catching market

more widespread use of Websocket

observers’ eyes.

APIs as opposed to simple FIX APIs.
The combination of these two

Audrey Blater, Research Director

Blater and Jain also point out that one

that a desire to automate is a driver

technology components could result

at Aite-Novarica Group, highlights

of benefit of clearing is cleared trades

behind this trend. “These portfolio

in a step-change in FX pre- and post-

the rise of peer-to-peer trading

are not in scope of the uncleared

managers, in effect, want to get

trade TCA.”

and the evolution of credit versus

margin regulation (UMR) regulation.

liquidity, amongst other things. “The

However, these benefits have to be

closer to performing the trade

MARKET COMMENTARY

Russell Dinnage

“I can see more add-on services in areas that used to be tied
exclusively to the execution and aggregation of liquidity,”

execution decision-making function

However, he points out that whether

delineation of liquidity and credit is

balanced with the hurdles that they

without being directly responsible for

asset and investment managers

evolving. I like that there are platforms

have pointed out.

execution workflow and process,” he

are ready to experiment with these

solving for an issue like rolling FX

says. The intent is to replace a manual

technologies is up for debate. For

hedges – a burdensome task for banks

execution desk with active trade

now, technology providers will have

that doesn’t add value,” she says.

PRIME BROKERAGE AND
ALGORITHMIC TRADING

analysis and decision-making abilities

to work to convince clients of the

“I can see more add-on services in

The Prime Brokerage market is

at scale and low latency.

advantages of new solutions.

areas that used to be tied exclusively

also set to further evolve in 2022.

to the execution and aggregation

Jain points out that following the

Audrey Blater

are particularly driving this demand

Technologically, this is a tough goal

MARKET STRUCTURE EVOLUTION

of liquidity,” she continues. “Even

Archegos Family Fund debacle,

tracking changes in algo behaviour

as they seek to lower costs. Portfolio

to achieve. How can service providers

Transparency is the need of the hour

beyond the provision of credit – as tier

“client onboarding, client due

will always be a challenge.”

managers are using analytics to

pivot to account for this demand?

in the FX markets as more participants

two/three banks look to offer more

diligence and client portfolio

derive insights that form actionable

Dinnage says, “What would make a

begin demanding it. The adoption

tech and services to their clients and

migration to prime services is a

intelligence. Dinnage points out

difference in this challenge would be

of the revised FX Global Code will

increase revenues.”

challenge.” He believes PBs will

NEXT-GENERATION
TECHNOLOGIES

expand their services to capture more

As market structure evolves,

Clearing, or the lack of it, in FX is a

of the NDF and OTC trading market

technology is responsible for many

persistent debate. Vinod Jain, Strategic

while offering outsourced FX trading

of these changes. Until now, the

Advisor at Aite-Novarica, points out

services.

common view was that a lack of
technical maturity was holding back

that “FX clearing is not mandated and
thus clearing percentage at gross level

Algorithmic trading is ubiquitous

many solutions. However, Medan

is ~ 4%and most FX market trades

in spot these days and is making

Gabbay, Chief Revenue Office at

last for less than a year, unlike interest

a mark in other markets as well.

Quod Financial, believes this picture

rate swaps. He also highlights that due

Blater believes that the pandemic

has changed.

to the nature of the FX market there

had a significant role to play in

are challenges if clearing is to become

this development. “The COVID-19

“We are seeing 2022 as a period

a reality.

pandemic increased reliance and

where many long-standing

experimentation on algos and other

technologies are finally maturing

“The establishment of CLS for

forms of automation,” she says.

to the point of mainstream use.

Payment versus Payment flow,

“This was good for algos and good

Technologies such as AI/ML in

oversight by central banks and

for the buy-side since lower-value

execution are now becoming much

prudential regulators are the

trades could be executed in this

more common in trading workflows,

challenges to overcome for clearing to

manner rather than spending precious

particularly for clustering, market

occur.” It is a view with which Blater

desk resources clicking away and

predictions, pre-trade parameter

agrees. “I am not sure mandatory

calling up banks.” She believes this

selection, and pre-trade TCA.”

clearing of very short duration

trend will continue as buy-side firms

securities will happen,” she says.

look to consolidate resources.

Image by Shutterstock

Portfolio managers are using analytics to derive insights that form actionable intelligence
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AI and ML have huge implications
for firms looking to optimize their

“There is a cost to clearing as well so
there must be the right balance when

Jain and Blater also believe that

workflows. Gabbay highlights

choosing to clear versus not.”

algos will continue permeating

execution improvement as a promising

products like NDFs. Jain says, “As FX

use case, along with many middle and

“For some firms, it will simply not

algorithms increase in complexity,

back-office processes.

make sense. That said, if there were

the primary benefit of using these

mandates, I can envision exceptions

algos is limited to bilateral trading. Of

Aside from a perceived lack of maturity,

based on volumes or other criteria.”

course, surveillance of algo trades and

security and data integrity have also
DECEMBER 2021
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“Trading and investing in crypto will increase in the
institutional FX marketplace”

Vinod Jain

dealer platforms from multi-tier

firms. “While this is a made-up

to single-tier markets in 2021.

example, it is important to recognize

Fit-for-purpose vendor-supplied

“We are seeing 2022 as a period where many longstanding technologies are finally maturing to the point of
mainstream use.”

that there are hidden impacts to

order and execution management

The breadth of medical, government,

these technologies which may reduce

systems continue to proliferate as

and other sectors who use these

their adoptions versus the headline

the underlying technology becomes

value, firms under Phase six’s scope

services are far-reaching and in

improvements,” Gabbay notes.

more commoditized and new venues

face significant resource challenges.

areas such as retail trading, there

Despite this, the likes of DLT adoption

focused on all-to-all trading emerge.”

While work is underway, via electronic

are significant advantages to Cloud

and automation throughout the

Dinnage also points out that the role

solutions to simplify workflows, it

Deployments.”

trading workflow are bound to

of non-traditional liquidity providers in

remains to be seen how the markets

increase. “We also see significant

the flow FX market “is both driver and

cope.

No talk of next-gen technology

investment in multi-asset trading

passenger” in market transformation.

is complete without spotlighting

technologies to squeeze benefits

distributed ledger technology or

out of cross-asset cross desk trading

While diverse investment objectives

updated version of the Global FX

DLT. DLT holds many advantages, for

capabilities, which accounts for the

have played an important role in

Code and guidance regarding

Elsewhere, the GFXC released an

example with its potential for reducing

rise in the non-bank market makers

market evolution, the BIS working

Last Look and Pre-Hedging, both

been pushed as possible hurdles

settlement/clearing times by moving

such as XTX,” says Gabbay.

paper highlights the recovery in PB

contentious topics in the FX world.

for technological service providers

T+2 to instantaneous settlement (as

to overcome. Gabbay agrees that

little as 30 minutes).

Medan Gabbay

activity after 2016 and volatility levels

While a positive step, market

MARKET FRAGMENTATION

of USD interest rates as key factors

participants seemingly wanted more

deeper guidance about how firms

from the GFXC regarding Last Look.

could achieve their aims.

The Bank of International Settlements

that have boosted demand from non-

markets prevent adoption. “The high

However, Gabbay is careful to

2019 Triennial Survey highlighted that

traditional liquidity sources.

concentration of service providers, low

temper the hype around it while

FX was an increasingly fragmented

Observers expect these trends to

Aite-Novarica’s Jain explains, “Out of

“Unless there are practical solutions

latency requirements, and the lack of

acknowledging its benefits. “I think

market. A greater mix of market

continue in 2022 as electronification

all the FX Code Principles, the Principle

adhering to these principles, the Buy-

specific technology to aid performance are

as a counterpoint to the hype around

participants with diverse transaction

further disrupts manual trading

of Confirmation and Settlement offers

Side will implement internal projects as

the most common challenges,” he says.

DLT, it is also important to understand

and liquidity needs has blurred

workflows.

the most advantage and is the most

they deem fit and only slightly address

its limitations.”

traditional lines. Electronification has

realistic.” Jain points out that ideally,

the FX code,” he opines. Thus, despite

the revised code should have provided

the positive steps taken by the GFXC,

some unique characteristics of FX

However, he believes some benefits

increased this phenomenon to a large

REGULATION

extent.

Regulation has done a lot to change

outweigh the drawbacks. “Cloud

He points out that in DLT, trading

technologies are secure and reliable

and settling simultaneously occur.

enough for adoption in capital

This hugely increases execution times

GreySpark’s Dinnage observes,

Dodd-Frank targeted many lines of

markets.

despite instantaneous settlement and

“There was a shift among FX multi-

business in trading operations and
spot FX was heavily impacted. While
the effects of those regulations
are receding, another challenge
looms on the horizon. Phase six of
Uncleared Margin Rules (UMR) is set

Image by Shutterstock

the way the FX markets operate.

Image by Shutterstock
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can result in large losses for trading

REGULATION HAS
DONE A LOT TO
CHANGE THE WAY
THE FX MARKETS
OPERATE

to hit the markets in 2022, and it
will undoubtedly create significant
changes to operational workflows.
Phases one to four of UMR
targeted relatively larger firms with
the resources to cope with new
requirements.
Phase five kicked in in September
2021, and firms are dealing with the
resulting challenges. Market observers
have long speculated that Phase six
will be the most challenging due to
the relatively small size of the firms
targeted. From the calculation of IM
COVID-19 has increased reliance and experimentation on algos and other forms of automation
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A major obstacle to adopting peer-
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“Peer-to-peer has been of long-standing interest to the buy-side
for a variety of reasons,”

to-peer at the institutional level has
been the tight coupling between
liquidity and credit. To resolve this

and transparently with a naturally

impasse, FX HedgePool developed a

offsetting peer group - something

unique unbundling model for swaps

that might be at odds with the current

that separates liquidity from credit.

market structure where the sell-

This allows peers to match positions

side’s primary motivation is earning a

with each other and keeps banks

trading profit.

central to the booking and settlement
requirements of trades under existing

MARKET COMMENTARY

Jay Moore

While the benefits are huge, there

bilateral credit terms – allowing banks

are challenges. “Among all of the

to gain market share through balance

buy-side discussions we have had

sheet usage rather than pricing. The

around peer-to-peer in general, there

model appears to be gaining interest

are two primary objections – pricing

from both sides of the market.

it remains to be seen how market

and integration,” says Moore. “The

Thanks to its advantages and

participants go about adopting its

true cost of execution is often hidden

challenges, peer-to-peer matching

principles.

behind the fact that the very rates

remains a point of interest as we head

against which a trade is measured in

into 2022.

NEW TRADING STYLES GATHER
PACE

TCA reports are skewed by the impact

As the FX market has welcomed more

the market.”. Peer to peer eliminates

CBDCS, CRYPTOCURRENCIES,
AND DIGITAL ASSETS

participants, execution and trading

market impact altogether, which is a

Blockchain adoption is growing, and

methods have evolved. These days,

big win for best execution.

cryptocurrencies have hogged the

that their trade has already had on

spotlight in retail markets. However,

peer-to-peer order matching has risen in
popularity. Jay Moore, Co-Founder and

Moore adds, “As with any new

institutions began adopting Bitcoin

CEO of FX Hedgepool, believes there

technology platform, integration and

and other cryptos en masse, and

are several reasons for this.

automated workflows are a central

these alternative currencies are now

“Peer-to-peer has been of long-standing

focus. Being small and nimble allows

considered assets in their own right.

interest to the buy-side for a variety

firms like us to achieve 10x innovation

Add to this the rise of NFTs and

foresees a few challenges. Central

COVID as the world bounces back to

“The annual conference circuit

of reasons,” he says. “The focus on

velocity, which means we’re able

Metaverses, and it is tough to predict

to these is an institution’s ability to

a relative normal, the FX markets were

has shifted online now, and a

TCA, an evolving regulatory landscape,

to evolve in an order of magnitude

how FX will experience an impact. The

integrate digital assets into everyday

strangely insulated.

lot of conference providers have

cost pressures, and the heightened

faster than larger, more established

rise of Central Bank Digital Currencies

workflows. “Digital assets’ use cases

awareness around the various costs

providers. Technology is enabling

(CBDCs) further stirs the pot, with

look promising in a silo but integrating

GreySpark’s Dinnage explains, “I

conference events are important

of execution that go beyond price has

positive change at speeds never

China being particularly aggressive in

them within the current infrastructure

wouldn’t say that COVID produced

annual milestones in the FX

caused the buy-side to search for new

before possible”.

pushing its Digital Yuan.

will be a challenge,” he says. “The

a hangover in the FX markets. As

industry, in particular, as it is

ones with a realistic business case will

ever, even as was the case during

still fundamentally a relationship

Those considering peer-to-peer may

Asset tokens are making a mark

see more success and adoption.”

the financial crisis, currency markets

business. I don’t see in-person

continue to function properly,

conferences bouncing back any

unperturbed by global events.”

time soon.”

and different ways to access liquidity,
including among peers.”

Attention is now turning to Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)

gone bust,” he says. “These

be concerned that banks – due to

in other institutional markets, for

The buy-side has always been

the fear of disintermediation – could

example JP Morgan’s JPM Coin is

While the impact on FX might be

concerned with information leakage

be less willing to provide support

currently used to execute tri party

tangential or workflow-related, there

and enabling the sell-side to monetize

for trades in other instruments or

repo transactions. Will there be a

is no doubt that the crypto wave will

The biggest effect COVID had was

EXCITING TIMES AHEAD

their order flow: An issue that is

markets. “As such, some buy-side

similar use case in FX? Aite-Novarica’s

impact FX markets.

slowing down the rate of electronic

As with everything to do with FX, no

particularly concerning for large,

firms may feel that the negative

Jain predicts increased activity in this

adoption amongst traders. Thanks

one can predict what lies ahead with

predictable trades like passive hedges.

impacts on their bank relationship

market in 2022 and years to come.

complete accuracy.

outweigh the benefits of the P2P

“CBDCs, stablecoins, and crypto

WILL COVID PRODUCE A
HANGOVER?

to being forced to work from home

Peer-to-peer naturally protects buyside order flows and helps firms

liquidity,” says Moore. He points out

adoption will gather pace in 2022.

No discussion of trends these days

tools, relationships became extremely

However, there is no doubt that the

fulfill their liquidity needs without

that solutions like FX HedgePool go

Trading and investing in crypto

is complete without talking about

important, and voice-trading filled

changes afoot will leave a lasting

compromising sensitive information.

a long way towards removing these

will increase in the institutional FX

COVID and its aftereffects. While

that gap. There’s another aspect to

impact on the industry so it remains to

This model also fulfills the buy-

concerns by including the sell-side as

marketplace.” However, given that

the common mainstream narrative

the relationship theme that Dinnage

be seen how these trends develop and

side’s need to transfer risk fairly

part of the solution.

these assets are relatively new, he

has been the “hangover” caused by

highlights.

affect the markets evolution.
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Electronification has long been a

WHY TRADERS LOVE VOICE

trend in the institutional markets.

Given technological progress, it seems

Generally speaking, electronification

odd to say that many institutional

is a natural part of market maturation

FX traders prefer voice-based

and aids in growth and stability.

execution. Coalition Greenwich's

Despite the FX market's unique

2020 Market Structure and Trading

nature, electronification has increased

Technology study revealed that 65%

steadily as technology has given

of respondents used voice trading at

market participants more choices.

some point. While the frequency with
which voice trading was used reduced,

FX is a deeply fragmented market. A

it was hardly an insignificant amount

2019 BIS working paper highlighted

of time.

that traditional inter-dealer and
dealer-customer segments have

One explanation for this is the COVID

blurred over the years, thanks to

pandemic skewing voice trading

more execution choices. Despite

frequencies. Thanks to traders working

fragmentation, the BIS noted that

from home on less than industry-

electronic execution was increasing.

grade connections, voice-trading

TRADING OPERATIONS

became a lifeline. However, Coalition
A Coalition Greenwich study that

Greenwich's data doesn't show a

analyzed trade execution methods

massive drop or spike in electronic

from 2007 to 2020 confirmed this

trade execution. Voice-based trading

observation, noting that electronic

has always been present to a

trade proportions rose from 43%

significant extent in the FX markets.

to 78% during that time. However,
electronification has seemingly

Andrew Berry, Executive Managing

hit a plateau that even the COVID

Director of Money Markets, Emerging

pandemic couldn't overcome.

Markets, and Foreign Exchange at TP
ICAP believes market color is a reason

Voice, Electronic, Hybrid
Exploring the alternative
trading models for
FX broking

Stephen Bruel, Head of Derivatives

traders love voice. “Traders value the

and FX, Market Structure and

extra colour and insight on the market

Technology at Coalition Greenwich,

that voice broking provides. Voice

states that COVID in fact increased

broking is useful in fulfilling the best

the need for voice trading. “The

execution requirement, particularly for

market definitely increased the

complex trades.”

use of voice trading during the
COVID induced market volatility

While the spot markets have

as relationships and market color

embraced electronic trading, swaps

mattered,” he says. “But we also see

and forwards remain a challenge.

that the broader adoption of algos

It's easy to see why. The complex

continued during the pandemic,

collateral management requirements

and that growth will persist; 70%

and ever-changing deal terms

of respondents to a recent Coalition

make it hard for traders to rely on

Greenwich survey believe the use of

electronic platforms. Also, swaps have

algos in FX will increase.”

traditionally been an administration
trade.

Voice trading has long served as an

Electronification holds immense promise for execution but is FX immune to its
charms? Vivek Shankar investigates.
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alternative to electronic execution,

Dodd-Frank regulations caused

and traders are unwilling to let it go.

institutions to hemorrhage cash

What does this say about hybrid voice

in other areas of their businesses,

and electronic broking models and

and the swaps market was left

where trade execution is heading?

unattended. The result is that voiceDECEMBER 2021
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Voice, Electronic, Hybrid - Exploring the alternative trading models for FX broking

“We also see that the broader adoption of algos continued
during the pandemic, and that growth will persist...”

pricing. The entire FX workflow is

For instance, electronic solutions

provide market context, understand

but trust is once again the issue.

ripe for further electronification

currently available in the market

the needs of their clients, and ensure

Service providers face an uphill task

and automation.” Thus, while voice

automate grey-book mid-market

that they meet their regulatory

convincing institutions that their data

requirements.”

is always secure and only designated

trading persists, electronic execution

risk exchange in the swaps market.

perspective, relationships matter when

and automation is rising. Bruel believes

An electronic process brings greater

determining market color. Naturally,

that, “other pre-trade and post trade

efficiency compared to manual ones

Credit approvals in the swaps market

this leads to a lack of trust in black

processes, such as regulatory reporting

during price discovery and credit

are perhaps the biggest roadblock

box-like electronic trading platforms,

and compliance” will also undergo

checks. Vendors have been quick to

electronic providers have to overcome.

Despite significant investment by larger

especially when executing complex

electronification as a result.

highlight these advantages, and firms

Coupled with inertia are manually

institutions, a lack of sophisticated

are beginning to take notice.

intensive processes that don't lend

infrastructure is preventing greater

themselves well to electronification.

electronic adoption. Installing IT

trades.
The dealer to customer segment

TRADING OPERATIONS

Stephen Bruel

parties have visibility into proprietary
processes.

Lastly, inertia plays a major role in

has historically witnessed the fastest

Regulation is playing an important role

Many collateral and credit-related

infrastructure isn't a one-time job.

the persisting use of voice in trade

technological innovation. It has the

in pushing electronification further.

decisions need subjectivity, and this

It requires constant upgrades and

execution. Traders have been doing it

largest number of trading venues

While Dodd-Frank unleashed a wave

makes coding a challenge.

patches to keep pace with broader

for so long that there's no incentive

and features a diverse range of

of rules that banks had to comply

market changes. Companies built with

to change a system that isn't broken.

execution protocols. However, even

with, newer regulations such as UMR

There's also the question of trusting

technology in mind from the ground

based execution remained firmly in

However, electronification is steadily

in this segment, the prevalence of

have left firms with no option but to

third parties with credit-related

up will understandably do a better job

place while technology took over

creeping into traditionally voice-based

void to execute NDFs holds. Electronic

electronify their processes.

information. While connecting an

of executing these tasks compared to a

elsewhere.

markets due to many reasons.

execution accounts for 75% of spot

institution's proprietary credit engine

financial institution.

trades, while NDFs and forwards are

Coalition Greenwich's FX COVID

to an electronic solution is simple,

There's also a belief amongst traders

primarily voice-based.

flash study revealed that 22% of

decades of business practices dictate

Proof of this phenomenon comes from

that voice-based execution guarantees

ELECTRONIFICATION IS
PROGRESSING

respondents felt COVID had motivated

that outsourcing data like this might

a BIS working paper that highlighted

better prices. Given the inefficiencies

The 2019 BIS Tri-Annual survey found

Berry believes full electronification

them to improve their operational

lead to information leakage in a

that G-SIB regulations were prompting

present in current multi-dealer

that electronification progressed

is an unrealistic target in the NDF

workflow. Add to this the need to

notoriously competitive market. For

big banks to pull out of the credit

platforms (MDPs), it's easy to see why

rapidly in dealer to customer

market. “There will always be a

manage risk, cash management, and

now, a mix of electronification and

and swap markets at month and

this view pervades the market. MDPs

segments, with close to 62% of

need for voice broking to deliver

other aspects of a trade, and it's easy

manual approvals exist in this world.

quarter-end. Portfolio efficiency is the

deliver price transparency but do not

orders executed electronically. One

complex trades and provide valuable

to see why electronification offers a

distinguish between an LP and other

reason for this is the changing nature

market insight,” he says. “Part of the

logical solution.

participants intermediating liquidity.

of market participants. Thanks to

NDF market is spot and that’s very

Thus, there's limited knowledge of

hedge funds and PTFs increasingly

electronic, but as you move down the

where liquidity is present at a point in

entering the market, innovation has

curve in terms of time, trades become

time.

accelerated.

goal behind these moves, but a lack
Electronification costs are also a

of insight into portfolio optimization

significant barrier for smaller firms

(fueled by a lack of infrastructure) is

ROADBLOCKS TO CHANGE

to overcome. Larger firms keen on

prompting such moves.

Despite the proliferation of electronic

placing data in-house can afford to

more technical and a hybrid approach

solutions, voice-based trading is

build infrastructure and install resources

Greenwich’s Bruel believes that the

is needed.”

unlikely to quietly fade into the night.

to maintain it. Typically, this involves

perception of FX trades as not being

As a result, iceberg orders and

Bruel notes, “Principles of best

Voice-based brokers have been adept

developing an IT competency that rivals

“alpha generating” is also a stumbling

bilateral trades make more sense

execution are penetrating FX and

However, recent innovations are

at selling their services and have

a technology firm. Smaller firms cannot

block. However, he notes, “Both

and this gives rise to voice-based

we’re seeing the buy side increase

changing this picture. BIS noted that

entrenched positions in the market.

afford to divert resources away from

asset managers and corporates are

execution. From the buy-side's

their scrutiny of FX transaction

2019 witnessed a rise in electronic

Most brokers have adopted a hybrid

their primary business like this.

increasing their level of sophistication

NDF delivery for EME currencies.

electronic and voice model as a result,

The rise of prime brokers has also

and this only maintains the status quo.

pushed hedge funds and PTFs to trade
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electronically. Electronic solutions are

Berry explains the reasons for this.

also making their presence felt across

“Brokers today can see the value

all areas of trading operations beyond

in a hybrid model and view it as an

execution. In the swaps market,

asset,” he explains. “They still have an

for instance, electronic solutions

important role within that, but they

are being used to handle complex

can see that electronification brings

credit and collateral management

greater efficiency and transparency

workflows. Simultaneously, the cost

for them and their clients.” A broker’s

of trading seats is coming under

role also plays a part in adopting a

increasing scrutiny at banks and has

hybrid structure. “The role of a broker

pushed traders to adopt cost-effective

is to not only match and execute

electronic solutions.

trades,” explains Berry, “but also to

in FX execution and will adopt more
Cloud-based products offer a

electronic tools. The fragmented

great solution to this problem,

nature of the FX is also a significant
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Voice, Electronic, Hybrid - Exploring the alternative trading models for FX broking
and frequency of trading following
electronification, and this has had
a knock-on effect on credit and
collateral management workflows.
Electronification has become a
necessity to keep pace with these
changes, no matter how complex the
trade might be.

CAN VOICE KEEP PACE ?
As the FX markets become more
fragmented and complex, it's debatable
motivator to adopting electronic

their calculations for sensitivity as

whether voice-based trades can keep

tools that can help manage that

defined by the model.

pace with them. For now, brokers

TRADING OPERATIONS

fragmentation.”

are pushing a hybrid model while
This step requires significant data

encouraging clients to electronify their

All of these factors contribute to

crunching, and a manual process

processes. Berry believes that hybrid

greater trust in voice trading. In the

can't cope with the load. Collateral

broking is here to stay. “There will be

face of these challenges, it seems

transfer is also proving to be an issue.

more electronification in the market in

easier to pick up the phone and deal

Institutions affected by UMR will have

the future as innovation continues but

with a person instead of a black box.

to transfer securities to custodians,

there will remain an important role for

However, broad changes are occurring

and this opens a new set of issues.

voice,” he says.

that are affecting this picture.

How will these securities be valued,
and which models do firms rely on?

DRIVERS OF CHANGE

SWIFT gpi supports
your FX business
No other service can
securely deliver high-value
payments around the
world in seconds.

Bruel believes electronification still
has room to expand and it’s a matter

Regulation in the form of UMR has

Electronification is the easiest and

of time before FX is fully electronic.

been one of the biggest drivers of

most cost-effective solution to these

“Voice trading will persist in FX but we

electronification. One of the most

issues. Coalition Greenwich points out

have not reached the electronification

resource-intensive parts of the new

that as algo adoption increases, an

ceiling. The rate of electronification

process, as stipulated, is the initial

increased desire to electronify every

in FX will depend on the asset class

margin (IM) calculation. Firms are

part of trade operations and execution

– G10 FX Spot is ripe for more rapid

choosing to follow ISDA's SIMM

is a natural side effect. For instance,

electronic execution whereas NDFs will

model for price calculation and adjust

PB clients have increased their pace

take more time.”

SWIFT gpi
Delivering fast, transparent and
trackable cross-border payments
Traders still value the extra colour and insight on the market that voice broking provides
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PROVIDER PROFILE

Lucera

A top class technology provider
focused on reducing the friction
of trading

PROVIDER PROFILE

What key features and functionality

of increasing fragmentation,

Connect™, Lucera provide firms with

are available with LumeMarkets and

electronification and an associated

a turnkey solution to start or expand

how much flexibility do clients have

explosion of data across multiple

their business. Top class infrastructure

in how they utilise with these?

asset classes?

minimal op-ex and month-to-month

Our goal is to reduce the time

We’re lucky to have a group of

contracts. As a firm’s business grows

to market and make it for clients

wonderful clients in the FX space

we can scale with them accordingly.

easy and quick to provide or take

and as we push out our system into

liquidity on new platforms. Along

these other asset classes, we expect

Ok so let’s move on to talk about your

with a normalized API it’s a modular

to see similar uptake and are already

new trading platform LumeMarkets.

system that provides market data,

seeing interest from Tier1 Banks and

In what ways is this a natural

market access, smart aggregation,

similar client type. Our goal is always

evolution and expansion of your

smart-order routing, credit and

to reduce the friction of trading with

existing products?

trading controls. The system is highly

new counterparties or venues. We

configurable - it has a CLOB, can

see the increasing fragmentation,

and connectivity with minimal cap-ex,

a hosting deal using Compute™,

How does your Lucera Connect™

LumeMarkets is the natural evolution

provide private rooms, supports last

electronification and associated

then realize they need connectivity

connectivity management solution

of our product. It uses the same

look, RFQ, reference price matching,

explosion of data in these markets as

via Connect™ and then our API

help to address many of the

underlying core architecture providing

dark pools, spreading, priority-based

something we can help our clients

normalization service and finally

networking challenges facing FX

a deterministic, low latency and highly

matching, detailed TCA and reporting

to deal with – from Credit to FX and

they may see they need to use one

trading firms?

configurable system for accessing and

capabilities and a lot more features.

crypto, Lucera and the LumeFX and

aggregating disparate markets across

The beauty of this all is that most of

LumeMarkets platforms have a role to

of our full trading platform products

Frank van Zegveld

With offerings like Compute™ and

LumeFX™ or LumeMarkets™.

Connect™ is a software defined

multiple assets - FX, Rates, Futures and

this is configurable in real-time, via API

play providing best in class technology

So, we find that our clients grow

network - SDN. We manage physical

Credit. The LumeMarkets platform

and as well via our proprietary HTML5

to aggregate, analyze and trade

organically. As their business and

connectivity and present Connect™ as

is based on the high performance,

UI. Clients can use as little or as much

globally across multiple asset classes on

technology needs grow, they find

a flexible abstraction of these physical

low latency system which is already

of this ecosystem as they need and

low latency co-located infrastructure.

that Lucera can offer components

connections. Today Lucera have over

known in the market from our

create in a way their own platform.

that accelerate that growth.

1100 unique counterparties on-net,

LumeFX platform. The difference is

A final word about the COVID-19

spread over 6 datacenters. It addresses

that LumeMarkets provides a single,

What plans do you have to roll out

crisis. In what ways do you think

Lucera is an industry leading

The trading infrastructure

a lot of the challenges inherent in not

normalized API for multiple markets:

even more functionality with the

managed service offerings from

technology provider which delivers

requirements of FX market

only the FX market but increasingly,

FX, Rates, Futures and Credit.

platform over the coming months?

leading providers like Lucera has gone

best in-class on-demand

participants has been evolving over

as electronic trading increases and

co-located infrastructure and

the past few years. In what ways has

becomes more fragmented, across all

In what ways have you leveraged

It will come as no surprise that crypto

firms from the most serious down-

connectivity services. e-Forex

this played into Lucera’s business

asset classes.

the latest technology to ensure the

is playing an increasing role in our

side consequences of unexpected and

talked with Frank van Zegveld,

model and the solutions you now

platform has maximum performance,

customer needs today. The LumeFX

disruptive events like this?

Managing Director of Sales &

provide?

low latency and configurability?

platform has been able to support

Business Development at the firm

Lucera Compute™ is your hosting and

towards helping protect FX trading

crypto trading for over a year and

Well as it relates to technology and

The core pillars of our system

with our large and ever-growing

infrastructure I believe the managed

have always been deterministic

network of integrated venues and

service model, when deployed

performance, granular configurability

counterparties we work closely with

correctly, can be a great asset in

managed services offering. What key

to discover more about its products

The technology and infrastructure

and services and brand new trading

requirements have certainly changed

platform.

in the last few years. As the

Compute™ is our hosting and managed

features and benefits does it provide?

electronification of the FX market has

services offering. We offer bare metal

in a modular, quickly deployed

our clients to add more crypto venues

times of any crisis and or during

Frank, please remind us about

continued, the need for better

server hosting along with virtual

architecture. LumeMarkets

and exchanges.

‘regular’ market volatility and stress.

the growing range and types of

and more reliable infrastructure has

machines and clients can mix and match

incorporates and expands on these

clients that Lucera is now providing

increased. Speed and determinism

both offerings. Once a client is using

core items. We’ve made the system

In addition, with the support of NDFs,

scale up capacity or having real-time

products and services for.

are the two most important things

Compute™ they can quickly and easily

simpler and added additional

FWDs and Swaps, more liquidity

network analytics alerting you of

that you need to optimize for, with

spin up connectivity on-demand using

automated telemetry throughout.

and order management related

unexpected market events, at Lucera

We have a wide range of clients

the latter, in my opinion, being the

the Connect™ product.

We’ve also rolled out more

functionalities will be added to the

we have global team of experienced

- small trading firms, IDB’s, non-

most important. We are a very data

functionality including additional

LumeFX platform in the upcoming

industry veterans who have seen

bank market makers all the way to

driven company and are continually

Lucera is one of the few technology

configurable matching rules, enhanced

months.

many of events throughout their

tier-1 banks - almost all of which

monitoring and analyzing all aspects

providers able to provide a genuine

TCA, trading controls and along with

are located globally. Our products

of our platforms to ensure we are

end-to end service. How important

our web-based management console

What role do you see Lucera and

clients expectations when it comes

are built in a modular fashion so

delivering on these two goals for our

has that become in today’s highly

we’ve now exposed all of this via an

your new trading platform playing in

to reliability and continuity of their

a client can perhaps begin with

clients.

competitive FX trading marketplace?

API for optimal flexibility and control.

helping clients to meet the challenges

services.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

tools, policies, sound strategy, and
rules. The sooner an underlying risk is

Images by Shutterstock

Why is FX management
still a big issue for
Treasurers?

discipline, coordination with affiliates,

identified, the faster it will be hedged.
As volatility and more importantly
intraday volatility increases, time
becomes the key to successful
FX strategies. Depending on the
underlying businesses, the strategy
and the one-to-one approach make

By François Masquelier, CEO of Simply Treasury

the more sense, providing you can

Automation can free up time for more added-value and analytical tasks

hedge immediately 24/7.
weak internal controls around FX

demonstrating benefits. Although it

Who can claim he/she is doing so?

management. However, times are

is easier than it seems. People are not

Therefore, no doubt, the sooner and

changing and the momentum for

always aware of the importance of

monitored. Time is an issue and

the more automatically you hedge

revamping strategies and processes

internal controls to mitigate risks and

daily swings could kill margins in

an exposure the better you will be

has increased, given the consequences

of being consistent and systematic

couple of minutes.

protected. A couple of minutes

of COVID.

when hedging. The risks of errors

which is key and (accounting and

health crisis has exacerbated the

compliance) reporting, also essential

volatility, which can have deep P&L

and too manual. For all these reasons

impacts if not properly hedged or

and many others, FX management
remains, in general, in the top three
risks and priorities for corporate

RISK MANAGEMENT

After a long COVID period, I would

Thus, the first step is to get a

margins under pressure because of

firm commitment and sponsoring

Foreign Exchange exposures

management (i.e., financial and

health crisis, this became even more

from the C-level. You also need a

We still overuse XL spreadsheets for

management remains essential

accounting/IFRS) requires ad hoc

important to survive.

comprehensive review of programs

doing what systems cannot deliver.

in an extremely volatile economic

IT tools and often more than what

and strategies, which are often

This is a pity and an increasing risk:

context to preserve our business

TMS’s are proposing. It explains

Furthermore, the over-hedging given

lacking. No strategy, no policy,

the risk of XL errors because it is a

margins. Some currencies can

why some vendors bought other

economic circumstances is back and

means no efficient hedging process.

personal and individual tool, not

refrain from selling to some

solutions to complement their

reinforced by COVID. It explains why

What do you want to achieve at

robust enough these days (although

counterparties to avoid related FX

suites or why treasurers use ad-

it is important to identify risks, ad hoc

the end of the day? Do you know

useful for other purposes). FX

risks.

on’s or ETL solutions to do the

hedges and to unwind the surplus if, and

that lots of treasuries do not have

management is not only highly

job. The same issue is notice for

when any. To track efficiently the over-

policies and procedures in place and

manual or too manual but also not the

EMIR reporting (although highly

hedging is not as easy as it looks like.

no documented and tested internal

most interesting process, as hedging

controls?

can be extremely heavy and repetitive.

like to discuss why FX management
remains a major issue for all treasurers.

• Manual Processing

Among the different factors explaining

We notice that among our treasury

this focus on FX I should mention

community, a lot of peers still have

and underline volatility, manual

heavy manual processes around

processing (mainly on the pre-

FX management and over-use XL

LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE
LAST CRISIS

trade phase), inefficiencies in some

spreadsheets to make the link and

TMS solutions, absence of a link

fill in the gaps of their systems.

between operations and treasury,
globalization of businesses including

COVID and lockdown.

(or gained). In industries with low

Effective reporting on FX

• Reporting
• Margin preservation

François Masquelier

and frauds have been exacerbated by

may cost a lot in terms of pips lost

treasurers.

• Volatility

simplified since refit).

WHY ARE THINGS NOT BEING
FIXED?

The approach should be clear, written,

machine makes sense to free up more

Having talked to CFO’s, it becomes

policed and programs in place to be

time for analysis.

The two major lessons learnt are

clearer why many of the issues

systematically applied. Systematicity is

to further centralize and further

being discussed are not being fixed.

also the key to succeed (no exception

Hedging exotic currencies or

automate processes to become more

There are solutions to complement

and no breaks in hedging with 24/24

monitoring currency pairs with high IR

efficient, more resilient and generate

TMS’s. Nevertheless, there are not

policies). But, as always, (treasury does

differentials can give you a competitive

Delegating hedging of volumes to a

Although we have always faced

added value for the group. It appeared

that many. There is also a common

not escape this fact) we all have a lack

advantage on peers. Treasurers

currencies, margin preservation,

market fluctuations, the current

clearly in recent surveys (e.g., EACT

misunderstanding in believing FX

of human resources. It even reinforces

need to enhance their soft skills to

2021 or PwC Global Treasury survey)

platforms solve all the problems.

the idea of automation to free up this

communicate better and educate the

and frequent talks with peers that one

Maybe some of them but not if you

precious and scarce time. It is virtuous

management on what should be done

of the means to sort FX management

are not fully integrated and your

if by reducing workload, you increase

and why it hasn’t been done so far.

issues is technology. The first problem

orders automated. The reasons

availability of resources for more

starts with collection of total and net

some corporations are still far from

added-value and analytical tasks.

exposures. Without good estimate

being fully automated for their

FROM A PROBLEM TO AN
OPPORTUNITY

and FX forecasts and without a precise

FX management include lack of
TMS’s, absence of coordination with

is no way to effectively manage FX

operations and interfaces with their

EDUCATION AND
COMMUNICATION ARE
REQUIRED

It appears that the FX management

view on underlying exposures, there
risks. The identification of underlying

IT tools, reluctance to changes and

It is difficult to change things

of energy because it remains highly

exposures is essential and requires

a love affair with XL, no audit of

without explaining the reasons and

manual. Too manual. It’s important

Images by Shutterstock

more emerging countries and exotic

Treasurers (in general) remain too XL-dependent for management, reporting and dashboarding
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Why is FX management still a big issue for Treasurers?
Images by Shutterstock

tools to effectively manage the FX risk
automatically. Robots and RPA’s can
help up to certain limits. Therefore,
treasurers should better “sell” the

THE MOMENTUM
FOR REVAMPING
TREASURY
STRATEGIES AND
PROCESSES HAS
INCREASED GIVEN
THE CONSEQUENCES
OF THE PANDEMIC

needs for automation given growing
importance of FX management.

TAKE-AWAYS
We recommend to first assess
your current situation, define pain
points and weaknesses and areas
for improvement and contemplate
solutions to automate processes to
hedge 24/7 which will free up time for
more analytical tasks. It’s important

RISK MANAGEMENT

to be more consistent and systematic
because of market volatility (e.g.,

comprehensive and efficient way

in applying an FX policy or a strategy.

Turkish Lira or Rubble reached

the FX management. Treasurers (in

Adopt a one-to-one approach if you

historical low levels) which is

general) remain too XL-dependent

can, but utilise automation to make

increasing and margins are tightening,

for management, reporting and

your life easier and start hedging in

because of the economic crisis. FX

dashboarding. XL is not robust

exotic currencies to give your sales

management becomes more strategic

enough, it is risky as it’s error-prone, it

forces a competitive advantage.

and not only a “finance topic only”.

usually belongs to one employee and

The objectives and policies should be

is not structured or shaped for being

Often, companies refuse to deal

agreed and approved by the C-level

used by many people.

with countries with exotic currencies

and the strategy and procedures

and high differential of interest

by the Treasury Committee. We

Reporting of the FX risks and

for financial reasons and not for

can notice a general lack of ad hoc

exposures as well as IFRS remain

commercial reasons. COVID has

technologies, even when treasurers

complex. No one could contest that

increased uncertainties and underlying

have state-of-the-art TMS’s as they

CFO’s usually complain about the poor

cancellations or delays in deliveries

cannot execute everything. We need

quality of FX reporting produced by

impact P&L under IFRS (e.g. roll-overs,

an additional layer to manage in a

TMS’s. Usually, you need additional

de-designations, re-designations…). It
requires perfect coordination between

Images by Shutterstock

operations and treasury to track all
changes.
Centralization of FX management is
also key to succeed. Concentration
of expertise at HQ treasury level is an
obvious best practice. Volatility will not
disappear soon, we think. Time will
remain “the” main issue. Automation
can overcome this problem and
systematize the hedging approach for
consistency and increased efficiency.
It also enables dynamic hedging,
and mitigates swap points noise and
impacts into P&L, which is the cherry
on the FX cake. If you have problems,
talk to your peers and to specialists
Treasurers need to enhance their soft skills to communicate better and educate the management on what
should be done and why it hasn’t been done so far
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INDUSTRY SPOITLIGHT

Streaming NDFs

Building a better marketplace

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

By Darryl Hooker Head of NDF strategy at 360T

Darryl Hooker

NDFs are largely used to trade

significant part of this activity. In

local market currencies, which are

particular, making NDFs tradable on

increasing as a percentage of the

electronic platforms has attracted

overall global FX market. Over this

greater volumes from hedge funds

period between 2016-2019 these

and proprietary trading funds.”

STREAMING BENEFITS

FX market. While no one execution

from the firm executing right before

currencies went from accounting for

Just as we saw with Spot FX, the

So there is a clear growth trend in

method is inherently better than

the point of trading and therefore

a 19% share of the overall global

shift towards more electronic

the NDF market, and more specifically

another, what firms experienced in

have an adverse impact on returns.

FX turnover to a 25% share, with

trading is making the NDF market

within the electronic NDF market,

the Spot market was that streaming

Streaming also enables market

an ADV of $1.65 trillion in the latest

more transparent, more robust and

that seems unlikely to subside any

allowed for greater price discovery

participants to leave passive orders

survey.

more efficient, ultimately leading

time soon. More electronic trading

and enabled them to put more

in the market, offering them an

to significantly increased trading

leads to larger liquidity pools and

price streams from diverse sources

alternative way to trade NDFs that is

It seems logical that much of this was

volumes. And crucially, it is also

the creation of more data, and this

into competition, with the spreads

not available via requested pricing.

driven by broader economic growth

enabling new participants to enter

in turn helps to facilitate streaming

they were seeing tightening up as a

trends — according to data from the

this market.

pricing.

consequence of this.

At 360T we think that looking at the

The future of the NDF market has

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

been a hugely popular talking point

the average rate of GDP growth in

A separate BIS article, this time

For evidence of why firms would

In addition, we’ve seen that

some ways a good guide for what to

within the FX industry for the past

what it designates as emerging and

written by Nikhil Patel and Dora Xia,

want to access streaming NDF

streaming pricing is a good way

expect next in NDF trading, and that’s

couple of years, and now these

developing economies was 4.63%

notes: “Hedge funds and proprietary

pricing where possible, once again

to reduce signalling risk, which can

why we offer access models and

conversations are focusing specifically

over this three-year period. And

trading firms can trade NDFs to

we only have to look to the Spot

cause the market to move away

functionality for these products which

on the availability of streaming prices

with a recent IMF forecast predicting

arbitrage or take directional bets.

for these products. But why?

6.4% GDP growth for these same

In the process, they serve as natural

economies in 2021 it stands to reason

counterparties to market participants

To begin answering this question

that the demand for their domestic

who need to hedge currency

it’s important to contextualise the

currencies will also increase.

exposures.”

the overall growth of this product

TECH-CHARGED GROWTH

This ability to connect natural pools

segment. According to data from the

Technology has, and will continue

of onshore and offshore liquidity in

Bank for International Settlements

to be, a hugely important part of

different locations across the world

(BIS) the average daily volume (ADV)

this growth story too. In an article

is proving to be a massive driver

of NDF trading went from $130bn in

titled “Sizing up Global Foreign

of growth in the NDF market, and

2016 to $258bn in 2019, meaning

Exchange Markets” Andreas Schrimpf

is something that we’ve observed

that this is a market which very nearly

and Vladyslav Sushko from the BIS

ourselves at 360T. Broadly consistent

doubled in notional size in just three-

observe of the 2019 survey: “Trading

with the numbers from the BIS

years.

in forwards between dealers and their

survey, we’ve seen the ADV of NDFs

evolution of the Spot FX market is in

interest in Streaming NDFs with

financial customers exhibited the

traded electronically across our

Moreover, there are plenty of reasons

most rapid pace of electronification.

platform increase by 115% since

to expect this growth to continue.

Trading in NDFs constitutes a

2016.
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INDUSTRY SPOITLIGHT

Streaming NDFs - Building a better marketplace
mirror those available across our Spot

is that the NDF market is much

through financial regulation of

number and greater diversity of

cases it could become more

clearing house as a counterparty

offering.

smaller and the liquidity is very

Swap Execution Facilities (SEFs) in

firms to participate in this market.

economically advantageous for

rather than each other, meaning

much concentrated within just a

the US and Multilateral Trading

As such, it’s critical that firms look

firms to centrally clear at least

that they are potentially able to

This means that clients are able to

few currency pairs, and even then

Facilities (MTFs) in Europe alongside

at the different credit models being

some of these products within their

trade with a broader universe of

trade Streaming NDFs via GUI or API

predominantly within a one month

existing OTC execution platforms

offered by each venue.

portfolios.

market participants at a lower

in either a disclosed

tenor.

has created a more fragmented
Those who support both bilateral

It’s anticipated that many buy-side

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT

or anonymous fashion on our

landscape for NDF trading.

overall cost.

platform, with deal tiles that

This means that the level of

and prime broker (PB) intermediated

firms will be subject to the next

THE DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

are specifically mapped as OTC

fragmentation seen in the Spot

As a consequence of this, a clear

credit relationships are likely to have

two phases of UMR, due to come

But while it might be unclear right

transactions and pre-trade credit

FX market — where today many

divide has emerged in recent

a broader universe of participants,

into effect in September 2021 and

now exactly how UMR will impact

checks available. The essential point

different trading venues have been

years between those platform

while those who offer access to

2022, respectively, and these rules

the NDF market, what is very clear

here is that the trading experience

able to build out and maintain

providers who are now able to

trading via a CCP or central credit

could have a significant impact

to us today is that the direction

is specifically designed to meet the

sizable liquidity pools — would

offer all of these different trading

hub will probably have more still.

on this segment of the market.

of travel in this product segment

different needs of the various client

likely prove more challenging for

environments and those who

With this more diverse range of

For instance, the central clearing

is towards increased electronic

segments we support around the

market participants trading NDFs as

can still only offer access to the

interests present on the platform

model allows firms to face the

trading and automation.

world.

liquidity would become stretched

unregulated OTC NDF market. As

there are better opportunities for

much thinner. This is one reason

firms look to expand the amount of

connecting liquidity providers and

Indeed, an important similarity

why firms need to be considering

NDF liquidity that they can access,

consumers.

is currently emerging between

which electronic platforms offer

it may prove beneficial for them to

the Spot FX and NDF markets as

the best marketplace available for

partner with the platforms who can

WHAT COMES NEXT?

distribution, client base and presence of the electronic venue. Building

liquidity in the latter is beginning to

trading these products.

support both sides of the regulatory

As the technological evolution of

up a platform to a global scale, both in terms of acquiring clients in

coin.

NDF trading continues apace, it is

various onshore locations and developing the local presence necessary

perhaps not surprising that there

to support such a widely dispersed client base, is a very challenging

fragment just as it did in the former

A GLOBAL MARKETPLACE
One of the primary considerations has to be the geographic reach,

due to the emergence of more

THE REGULATORY LANDSCAPE

electronic venues which support

Another point to consider is

Credit is also an important part of

has been a sharp increase in the

prospect. Consequently, the liquidity on some of the venues offering

the trading of these products. A

the regulatory environment for

this conversation around Streaming

levels of interest around using algos

NDF trading today is heavily concentrated within certain geographic

crucial difference here, of course,

trading NDFs. The introduction

NDFs, as it facilitates a greater

to execute these products.

regions, meaning that there can be less diversity of natural interests. In
contrast to this, 360T has spent over 20 years building a truly global FX

Streaming prices is obviously crucial

marketplace. In 2020, we enabled more than 350 organisations across 35

to supporting this, as banks look

different countries to trade more than 175 different NDF currency pairs.

to use the data from this activity to

This still represents a fraction of our broader overall global community,

fuel and refine the algos that some

which numbers over 2,200 buy- side customers and more than 200

of them are now offering to their

liquidity providers in 75+ different countries, suggesting that there is

clients. And on the buy-side we

plenty of fertile ground for further growth in NDF trading just amongst

see that firms who are increasingly

the firms which we are already connected to. All of which puts 360T in

conscious about information

an unparalleled position to be able to connect firms in developed and

leakage are keen to access any tools

developing markets worldwide, enabling FX market participants to access

that might help them limit their

liquidity from regional currency specialists that they would not otherwise

market impact when trading NDFs.

be able to interact with.

Another development to keep an

As an example of this, consider that in Brazil alone there are 27 local

eye on going forward is the extent

banks currently connected to 360T, many of whom will have natural

to which more NDF trading will

flows from servicing their domestic client base and specific expertise in

shift to a centrally cleared model

BRL currency pairs but are not otherwise connected to the global offshore

following the implementation of the

market. Given that USD/BRL is one of the most commonly traded NDF

final two phases of the Uncleared

currency pairs this represents a rich opportunity for firms to participate

Margin Rules (UMR).

in a truly unique pool of NDF liquidity which delivers distinct benefits
to both onshore and offshore market participants. To facilitate such a

While these rules don’t mandate

diverse liquidity pool 360T supports multiple credit models – bilateral,

NDF clearing they impose

prime broker (PB) intermediated and via a credit hub/CCP — for trading

additional margin requirements

Streaming NDFs, offering the maximum flexibility for firms wanting to

for bilateral trading of certain

trade these products.

products, meaning that in some
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Darwinex

A FinTech platform & ecosystem
funding traders and managers
Darwinex is a FinTech which certifies track-records,
seeds quality strategies and raises investor capital.
e-Forex spoke with Juan Colón, Co-Founder and CEO
of the firm to learn more its products and services and
plans for the future.

Juan Colón
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Darwinex – A FinTech platform & ecosystem funding traders and managers

We’re named Darwinex because anything we do walks our “survival of the fittest” talk.

Juan please tell us a little about the

Our mission is to get traders and

down on our core strengths. These

Darwinex story and how the company

managers to tap investor capital. We’re

days, my brother lives and dreams

has grown and is currently operating

named Darwinex because anything we

about our product. Our CTO manages

around the world.

do walks our “survival of the fittest”

engineers to ever more performing

Ignacio Colón - Head of Customer Success (middle) Javier Colón co-founder of Darwinex (right)

talk. We grant all clients an accessible,

and scalable platforms and algos. As

Darwinex goes back to my brother’s

fair and transparent shot. We help and

for me, I’ve always been more of an

who hopefully feel valued and unique

for Darwin Exchange). DARWINs are

offering (both execution and capital

love for the markets - and his

incentivise them to manage for the

evangeliser. My pleasure is to sign up

- they are what makes us all tick.

signals with our risk management overlay

facing) accessible through a wealth

realisation that making a long-term

long haul and celebrate their success

clients, partners, employees (hopefully

- which experienced investors back long

of platforms and APIs, including

living only worked with investor

stories as inspiration for both us and all

also regulators!) into our vision and

What markets and financial instruments

term - or trade (they even come with

TWS, TradingView, Multicharts, etc.

capital. For the last decade (we started

our existing and future clients.

growing movement.

does Darwinex support?

their own API).

Our CFD work-horse platforms are

and every challenge facing a manager

What do your own day to day

Who are the key individuals in your

We’re a two-sided marketplace facing

What types of clients are you serving

raising capital. Fast-forward to 2021

responsibilities within the firm usually

executive team and what roles do

traders or managers, whose signals we

and in what ways has this been

In such a crowded market it can be

and we get the job done faster, better

involve?

they each have within the firm?

purchase, and investors who back the

evolving and changing since the

difficult to build a differentiated

strategies (we call them DARWINs) we

business started?

proposition. What sets Darwinex

We’ve grown quite a bit since the

I’ve already covered the product, story

package for them. At the time of writing,

out in 2012), we’ve worked on each

the proven MT4 & MT5 platform.

and cheaper than alternative offline
and/or online alternatives.

apart?

days of two brothers, our CTO and

and technology. Customer Success,

we support a universe comprising the

Our client profile has professionalised

How would you describe the

one Powerpoint! 10 years later, 60

Ops, Marketing, Compliance - all

most liquid instruments in each asset

over time, in line with the growth in our

I think it’s our obsessive focus on

mission and core values of

highly capable colleagues have taken

are now run by people cleverer and

class. This includes the top 800 US stocks,

seed allocations and AuM growth. We

traders and managers. Interactive

Darwinex which govern how the

over more and more work from us.

more productive than me! The key

200 ETFs, 60 futures contracts, as well

support experienced retail traders, as well

Brokers & our broker gets them to

business operates?

This pushed us founders to double

individuals are thousands of clients

as every major FX cross. Instruments

as professional managers and investors.

market - we certify, validate and

are available on Exchange (Cash

protect their track-record in one

equities, Futures and ETFs) as well as

What range of platforms do you offer

go. Thereafter, our franchise seeds

over the counter (e.g. CFDs & rolling

traders?

managers, raises capital for them,

spot forex). Investors access 3000+
Darwinex by the numbers
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Darwinex – A FinTech platform & ecosystem funding traders and managers
What role has technology played in

growth model is one happy client, one

activities (compliance, technology,

the success of Darwinex and how

word-of-mouth at a time.

legal, ops, etc.) - we handle them.

clients and further strengthen your

What services do you provide for

We’re improving the institutional

offering?

institutions that are looking to partner

offering by attracting proven

are you leveraging it to attract new

with Darwinex? In what ways are you

institutional managers, who value our

We’re a FinTech. 80% of our

planning to further strengthen your

retail distribution channel.

workforce is financial and product

institutional offerings?

engineers. We leverage proprietary

What steps is Darwinex actively

software every step of the way

There are 3000+ strategies to choose

taking to attract a new generation of

from traders hitting the market,

from. Regulated introducers and

traders whose expectations in terms

generating signals, all the way to

Independent Financial Advisors get

of product mix, platform functionality

investor execution. 95%+ of processes

to white- label both strategies and

and trading opportunities are getting

are automated. Our mantra is to

platform - for variable-only charges.

increasingly higher?

tech which gives us unparalleled

Our SaaS platform is hands down

Execution only is an oversaturated

operational leverage. It also generates

better than any infrastructure to

market. Rather than pay less, we offer

free cash-flow. Instead of advertising,

deploy or distribute below e.g.

them to get paid - which I think is a

we re-invest cash into educating

€50MM AuM. It requires 0 up-front

different ballgame. The more investable

existing users in making the most

investment, and 0 running fix costs.

they grow, the more we pay them.

of an ever-improving platform. Our

And there’s no time lost on non-core

We’ve paid out millions to signal

THE E-FOREX INTERVIEW

build, monitor and service scalable

Our SaaS platform is hands down better than any infrastructure managers below e.g. €50MM AuM could build by themselves

manager’s next step - regardless

We offer traders and managers a

The concept isn’t new - the online

of at what stage they join us. And

credible, merit-based path to extra

application is.

we pay them more, the better they

revenue. Whether beginner or

manage!

established wealth manager - all

What makes the Exchange approach

leverage solutions designed to make

credible? How does a Strategy

Darwinex offers very powerful

them grow. Challenging their inner

Exchange align managers with

toolkit. Please tell us a little more

manager helps them grow to their

investors? And how is the Exchange

about those?

best. All build a track-record on

aligned with both?

competitive brokerage, grow to tap
Our diagnostic toolkit helps

our seed allocation and graduate to

We need providers and investors

thousands of traders change their

monetize 3rd party capital via our

who succeed: good strategies beget

approach to the markets. Others

Exchange concept.

investors, which attracts better

pitch “leverage (and risk!) your 50k”.
We challenge users to manage for

strategies. The more investor profit,
So what do investors value?

investor profit. A big pride is having

the more we pay for signals - and
the better we do. The arrangement

paid out millions to our fittest clients.

It’s direct access. All strategies list

We’d like to think that our algos and

on a single, transactional platform.

processes facilitated and accelerated

We validate strategy track-records

Should things go wrong… we’re the

client evolution.

and control investor risk - all at arm’s

only party legally facing everyone.

length from the signal providers.

Everyone knows the buck stops with

credibly signals a virtuous circle.

us.

What do managers particularly value
about working with Darwinex? And

This frees investor time to focus

why are more and more traders,

on selection & due-diligence. The

Our story is credible because it’s

aspiring and professional managers

challenge is to pick good strategies -

internally consistent.

listing on the DARWIN Exchange?

not to re-invent operations.
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Darwinex – A FinTech platform & ecosystem funding traders and managers

Our mantra is to build, monitor and service scalable tech which gives us unparalleled operational leverage

providers. Isn’t that ten times better

main reason we’re diversifying onto

CFDs/FX? Is retail a level playing

than cheap execution? Especially if it’s

exchange traded stocks, futures and

field?

included with execution?

ETFs. We welcome improvements in
OTC regulation - with two caveats.

What does your product development

Do you see increased regulatory

The first is the feeling that more

roadmap look like over the coming

oversight of FX and CFD trading as a

pressure was applied on regulated

year and what new products

positive step and an opportunity for

players than on unregulated,

and services are you planning to

Darwinex to differentiate itself still

offshore ones. The second is

introduce?

further?

consistency. How does capped CFD
leverage compare with that implied

We welcome any steps to improve

by micro-futures contracts? Why

retail product suitability, but it’s

not publish % of winners / losers

true that regulatory pressure is the

for all retail products - and not just

There’s a lot on the pipeline:
• We will extend our exchange-listed
offering to investor clients.

We offer turnkey solutions for asset managers, professional capital allocators and independent financial advisors

• We will likely deepen our integration

product - for sure we’ll continue

We’re betting that two megatrends

with Interactive Brokers - offering

to improve features, but the core

will re-shape retail distribution. The

existing IBKR clients the option to

is now complete. This makes now

first is Millennials coming of age. They

migrate their track record, keeping

time for growth. Our customers like

don’t outsource investment decisions

their funds with IBKR.

the service, but most of our targets

to “experts” - they’re far more likely

don’t know us. We’re going to invest

to trust their personal circle or quite

products for professional managers

in fixing this. We’re building a sales

possibly handle themselves. The

and regulated advisors.

force to reach our target professional

second is regulation.

• We’re launching white-label

manager and investor segments.
How ambitious are your global

Once we’ve proven the sales cycle,

Compliance costs are skyrocketing,

growth plans and what steps will you

we’ll scale it.

offering sub-scale providers a
compelling rationale to outsource to

be looking to take to achieve these
Looking to the future, how do you

platforms. The threshold for a viable

see the retail financial trading market

“traditional” has soared to possibly

We currently service clients from

evolving and how is Darwinex

hundreds of millions of AuM. This we

80+ countries. Next year’s product

preparing to capture the new business

think makes platform/SaaS offerings

roll-outs arguably complete our

opportunities that this will present?

attractive.

over the next few years?
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Darwinex – A FinTech platform & ecosystem funding traders and managers

THE e-FOREX INTERVIEW

“OURS IS A VIRTUOUS CIRCLE: GOOD
STRATEGIES BEGET INVESTOR CAPITAL,
WHICH IN TURN BEGETS QUALITY
STRATEGIES. THE BETTER INVESTOR
RETURNS, THE MORE WE PAY SIGNAL
PROVIDERS - AND THE BETTER WE DO”
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DIGITAL CURRENCIES
Source: Atlantic Council GeoEconomics Center

The rise of Central
Bank Digital Currencies
By Sachin Somani, Global Director, Customer Proposition, Refinitiv

CBDC should have all the features of a

Banks and non-bank financial

to consider how these infrastructures

a central bank. Several factors

adopt electronic payment methods

fiat currency. For a central bank to act as

institutions will be impacted by a

can merge seamlessly with one

are influencing central banks

such as credit cards and payment

a central counterparty (CCP), there must

central bank issuing a CBDC.

another.

to develop their own digital

gateways.

be interoperability between the fiat

There are implications for the financial

currency and the CBDC.

sector as a whole, since deposits will

CO-EXISTING WITH CRYPTO

be transferred from commercial to

The interest from central banks

currencies.
2. There are several considerations

payment systems mean that cross-

A CBDC needs to be widely accepted

central banks, thereby reducing the

in digital currencies stems from

designing and adopting a digital

border payments can now be made

and recognised as legal tender within

aggregate size of balance sheets

an increasing public awareness of

faster and with reduced risk.

that country. When issuing a CBDC,

within the banking sector. Commercial

cryptocurrencies and their applications

the central bank should guarantee at

banks will need to innovate to remain

in day-to-day life.From a central

the removal of low-value coins

par convertibility between the fiat and

competitive. They might choose to

bank’s point of view, use of a digital

from their systems, which are costly

digital currencies.

offer competitive interest rates or

currency means that cross-border

commercial banking sector must be
considered.
3. Many issues relating to the
DIGITAL CURRENCIES

wholesale, as well as retail,

for central banks to consider when
currency. Implications for the

adoption of CBDCs are the same
Sachin Somani

• Increased efficiencies in the

as those for the private crypto

• Developing economies benefit from

bank deposits, which could lead to

payments can be settled faster and

The degree of anonymity is also an

increasing lending rates, which impact

the cost of settlement reduced,

and difficult to maintain.
• If private e-money became more

markets. A CBDC is able to

widely accepted than a central

important consideration. The argument

SMEs and individuals with low price

potentially improving workflow

As the use of cash declines in

operate alongside privately issued

bank’s currency, people receiving

has been made that a CBDC brings

sensitivity.

efficiencies significantly. There are also

major economies, what factors

cryptocurrencies.

government funds would be at a

a degree of anonymity to electronic

disadvantage compared to those

payments, such as is afforded by cash.

It is also likely that commercial banks

many emerging economies in terms of

should central banks consider when

implications for financial inclusion for

developing digital currencies in

According to the Atlantic Council’s

receiving private money. This could

Full anonymity, however, is not an

will choose to borrow from overseas

increased access to financial services,

order to benefit both people and

CBDC tracker, 87 countries,

also impact monetary policy and

acceptable feature of a CBDC.

to fund their operations, exposing the

payment efficiency and cost savings.

commercial banks? And how will

representing over 90 percent of global

financial stability for countries.

they operate alongside existing

GDP, are now exploring CBDCs. This

cryptocurrencies?

global interest is being driven by
factors including:

1. A central bank digital currency
(CBDC) is a form of virtual
money issued and backed by

• The use of cash is declining as
more economies and consumers

banking sector within their jurisdiction
Central banks must also decide whether

to external factors. While some

There is no doubt that CBDCs

DESIGNING CENTRAL BANK
DIGITAL CURRENCIES

a CBDC should have interest-bearing

countries have already taken the lead

will shortly become a reality. The

characteristics. A holder of the CBDC

in deciding which technologies will be

infrastructures to support them

Central banks looking to issue a CBDC

should not be permitted by the central

used to implement a CBDC – whether

will be based on many existing DLT

must consider who should be given

bank to provide lending facilities.

via a centralised database or using

structures that have been developed

distributed ledger technology (DLT) –

on behalf of the private coin space

other banks have yet to decide how

and decentralised finance. And, as

to adapt the current infrastructure to

with the private markets, the issues of

digital currencies. They will also need

trust, cost and transactional speed will

access to the currency. It is crucial that a

Sources: Atlantic Council Research, Bank of International Settlements, International Monetary
Fund, John Kiff Database

IMPLICATIONS AND
CHALLENGES OF ADOPTING A
CBDC

be key to CBDC adoption.
There is no reason why CBDCs and
privately issued cryptocurrencies cannot
co-exist. However, it should be noted
that, in the case of privately issued
cryptocurrencies, there is a relatively
high level of counterparty risk. The
evolution of both markets requires
continued adoption by the general
public, combined with regulatory
understanding, and monetary policy to
87 countries are now exploring CBDCs
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major market participants into default

fragmented liquidity; and 3) avoiding

WHAT IS PRIME BROKERAGE
ANYWAY?

or eliminating counterparty credit and

There is confusion in the digital asset

system can make this cascading effect

settlement risk.

space about what a prime broker

even more extreme.

2) how to efficiently access highly

and bankruptcy. Leverage in the

DIGITAL CURRENCIES

provides to its clients. Some

HOW DOES CLEARING AND
SETTLEMENT WORK IN
TRADITIONAL MARKETS VS.
DIGITAL ASSET MARKETS?

associate lending or liquidity

FAKE PRIME BROKERAGE

aggregation with prime brokerage,

Some companies claiming to provide

but the core function is actually

“prime brokerage” services in digital

credit intermediation. This means

assets actually increase their clients’

The process involves trade netting

substituting the Prime Broker’s credit

counterparty credit and settlement

to identify what is owed to whom

for the client’s credit so that the client

risk substantially. How so? These

between a number of different parties,

trades legally and financially in the

firms 1) hold their client assets

while simultaneously enforcing how

name of the Prime Broker, i.e., on

directly and/ or, 2) extend unsecured

a payment will be settled. Clearing

the prime broker’s own credit line

credit (aka leverage) to their clients

is arguably the most complex of the

with other counterparties and/or their

for trading, 3) place client assets at

two functions, since it involves netting

counterparties’ Prime Broker. This is

centralized exchanges or create credit

down trades from many different

similar and functionally equivalent to

relationships with the exchanges,

counterparties into a net settlement

a clearinghouse which novates trades

and they 4) establish credit lines with

amount due between the parties. For

by becoming the buyer-to-every-

market makers and OTC desks that

maximum capital efficiency and lowest

seller and the seller-to-every-buyer,

are not secured by any collateral. This

risk, this must be done multilaterally

and bearing all the counterparty risk

is necessary in order to access liquidity

in real-time. Typically, settlement is

for both sides of every trade. Huge

on the clients’ behalf or for their own

the riskier process since it involves

amounts of balance sheet, loss-reserve

hedging (where they are acting as a

managing the actual transference of

funds, member capital, insurance

principal or riskless principal on the

ownership of fiat and digital assets in

programs and other sources of

trades).

order to achieve finality.

funding sit behind these services.
When assets are deposited with a

How to eliminate Counterparty
Credit and Settlement Risk as
a Digital Asset broker
Earlier this year Bosonic, Trustology and GCEX published a 2021 roadmap to institutional adoption in
the crypto markets. In this article we publish the last part of their whitepaper which explores how to
bring together neutral, regulated, insured custody with aggregated global liquidity from all the top
retail and institutional exchanges, market makers and OTC desks for best execution, as well lending
and borrowing and to deliver it all to the end customer.

In traditional markets, clearing and

Today, no organization in the

centralized crypto exchange, the

settlement of trades can take up to

digital asset space has a big enough

traders are issued the equivalent of a

three days, thus, there’s typically

balance sheet to facilitate true

promissory note for their deposit held

a large financial institution who

credit intermediation at scale for the

in an omnibus structure. However,

acts as the backstop for the money

entire institutional market. Even if a

these promises to repay could be

owed. These can be Tier-1 banks

major bank decided to take balance

rendered worthless if the exchange

serving as the Prime Broker and/or

sheet risk as a Prime Broker, it likely

suffers from a hack, fraud or flash

Central Counterparty (CCP) or other

would have limited utility, because

crash that results in off-market trading

clearinghouse organizations who are

very few market participants would

and liquidation of levered positions

then responsible to make sure that

qualify for this credit underwriting

that blow through client collateral,

there is no counterparty credit or

and the balance sheet requirements

creating debit (negative) balances

settlement risk, even if the original

would be very high and thus, the

on client accounts. Such losses may

counterparties to the trades don’t

leverage gained would be very low

be mutualized and borne by all the

settle.

(e.g., CME Bitcoin futures leverage is

clients of the exchange. Additionally,

approximately 2:1 maximum so the

accounting information for all trades

Currently, the biggest barrier to

clearinghouse can manage the risk).

cleared and settled internally is in a

adoption for institutional investors,

The way the existing digital asset

regular database and not blockchain-

and especially fiduciaries in crypto

marketplace is structured, there is no

based with cryptographically provable

Institutional demand for access to

investments by the leading traditional

looking to offer digital asset trading

and digital assets, is that there

such guarantor for clearing and

transactions and ownership chains,

cryptocurrencies and other digital

financial institutions and fintech

and services to their clients. Once a

is no Tier-1 bank prime broker,

settlement, so if the net amounts

making it easy to manipulate and

assets has undeniably arrived. This

players. Many of these institutions

brokerage firm is comfortable with

central clearinghouse or institutional

due aren’t settled, it can result in

adding another dimension of risk.

is evident from headlines about

will access the digital asset markets

their regulatory positioning, the next

consortium like DTCC or CLS Bank

a total loss. A default can have a

Institutional clients and fiduciaries

large outright purchases of Bitcoin,

through regulated brokerages, and

major tasks include: 1) determining

providing an equivalent solution to

cascading effect as other counterparty

want to avoid even indirect exposure

to the land grab for institutional

therefore, many traditional brokerages

how they will handle custody

fully eliminate these major risks to

settlements fail – known as Herstatt

to retail exchanges as counterparties.

infrastructure through acquisitions and

and new, specialized brokerages, are

safely and in a compliant manner;

trading counterparties.

Risk – and can ultimately force even

Needless to say, they also want to
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How to eliminate Counterparty Credit and Settlement Risk as a Digital Asset broker
avoid uncollateralized credit risk with

questions, such as: 1) who is my

make it easier and faster to settle net

bilateral settlement unsuitable and not

market makers and OTC desks.

counterparty to the trades?; 2) how

amounts due bilaterally between the

regulatory compliant.

big is the counterparty’s balance

parties, material counterparty credit

With such so-called “prime

sheet?; 3) will my assets be held

risk still exists. In such self-custody

Other attempts at trying to create a

brokerage” firms, whether they are

at retail exchanges?; 4) will I have

solutions, the counterparties must,

settlement network have different

trading with the client as a principal

indirect exposure to credit based

at the time that settlement is due:

tradeoffs such as forcing all

or on an agency basis, the client is

trading with exchanges or market

1) have the assets to settle—which

counterparties to a single custodian

accepting substantially increased and

makers or even other clients?; and 5)

is dependent on trade netting and

“walled garden,” and then forcing

non-transparent counterparty credit

if yes, are these credit arrangements

receipt of settlement payments from

allocation of capital to specific

risk for the convenience of having

collateralized or unsecured?

many other parties; 2) agree to settle;

individual exchanges on a pre-trade

and 3) have someone agree to go

basis, or forcing use of custodian

a single account to access multiple

SETTLEMENT NETWORK RISKS
AND LIMITATIONS

first, i.e., you transfer USD and hope

provided liquidity and trade execution.

advanced execution technologies are

to receive BTC in return from your

Ultimately, it is critically important

provided, the gains do not justify the

In the OTC crypto market where

counterparty—rinse and repeat with

to be able to trade not just with any

risks for institutions and fiduciaries.

trades occur off-exchange between

every counterparty, every day. For

counterparty at a single custodian

Institutions entering the space could

clients and market makers and

brokers and asset managers who are

from a single pool of collateral in

have a false sense of security based

OTC desks, trades are settled

fiduciaries, these are unacceptable

the client’s own account, but with

on their experience and reliance on

bilaterally between each pair of

risks. Furthermore, regulated entities

any counterparty at any custodian.

traditional prime brokers – they need

trading counterparties. While some

generally can’t self-custody client

This requires a cross-custodian

to remember to ask these digital

wallet solutions are dressed up as

assets, which can make certain

trade execution and trade netting

asset “prime brokers” some critical

a “settlement network,” and may

solutions commonly used to facilitate

and settlement capability that

and then 3) they must rebalance

be transparent to the client, nor is

uses a shared protocol, and avoids

assets on the various exchanges and

the markup on the underlying core

transferring risks to the participating

make bilateral settlement payments

liquidity, increasing the spread that

custodians. It seems obvious that to

continuously. These solutions are

clients may receive and therefore

scale, this solution needs to leverage

generally noncustodial with respect

execution costs. While providing some

blockchain and smart contracts with

to the platform provider, which is

convenience, these types of solutions

atomic settlement movements that are

important, but there are material

increase risk substantially.

payment-vs-payment (PVP: concurrent

flaws in this approach including: 1)

and atomic). Mere promises to pay

not eliminating counterparty credit

Truly tradable aggregation of

based on contractual obligations

and settlement risk to the underlying

liquidity with no counterparty credit

with settlement movements that are

exchanges and market makers; 2)

or settlement risk is only possible

delivery-vs-payment (DVP: “who goes

extremely inefficient use of capital

with Tier-1 bank or clearinghouse

first” or Herstatt Risk issues) are not

(collateral); and 3) substantial manual

credit intermediation. Today,

even used in traditional markets for

human reconciliation and rebalancing

this doesn’t exist in digital asset

net settlement between institutions.

effort with increased operational risks

markets. The only viable alternative

and costs.

is the approximation of credit

DIGITAL CURRENCIES

sources of liquidity. Even where

THERE IS CONFUSION IN THE
DIGITAL ASSET SPACE ABOUT
WHAT A PRIME BROKER
PROVIDES TO ITS CLIENTS
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Some companies claiming to provide “prime brokerage” services in digital assets actually increase their clients’
counterparty credit and settlement risk substantially

FLAVOURS OF LIQUIDITY
AGGREGATION

Other liquidity aggregators that

which performs an atomic exchange

Liquidity aggregation is critical for any

often position themselves as “prime

of fiat and crypto assets that have

institutional crypto offering, but not

brokerage” are custodial given the

been digitized onto Layer-2 custodial

all “aggregations” are created equal.

clients open an account similar to

blockchain ledgers with realtime

Some digital asset trading platforms

that of a centralized exchange and

clearing and settlement. This

do the technical work of integration

transfers assets into their custody.

solution allows clients to face any

to multiple liquidity sources and

These types of aggregators may

liquidity source they choose, from

display consolidated liquidity in the

send your assets to exchanges and/

exchanges to market makers, OTC

aggregate with useful execution tools.

or open up uncollateralized credit

desks and other market participants

However, to make the aggregation

lines with market makers to source

from the safety of their own

actionable, clients must: 1) have an

liquidity for you or for their own

custodial account. Brokerages can

account and assets at each underlying

hedging purposes. They often become

take advantage of existing pools of

exchange; 2) have a credit line with

the counterparty to the trades as

deep liquidity such as GCEX offers

each underlying market maker in

principal or riskless principle. The

from their own account at their own

order to trade on the aggregation;

underlying liquidity sources may not

custodian.

intermediation based on technology
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DIGITAL CURRENCIES

How to eliminate Counterparty Credit and Settlement Risk as a Digital Asset broker
interest rate paid by the borrower

can be executed as a repo transaction

to the asset owner after first taking

in real-time on custodial blockchain

their cut. The current solutions

ledgers as an atomic exchange.

have too much risk, not only to the

This will make it possible to achieve

intermediaries holding the assets, but

unprecedented levels of capital

It is important to clearly understand all of the risks and tradeoffs in order

with assets moving between various

velocity and trading activity.

to scale an institutional digital assets brokerage. The key foundations and
capabilities of a winning solution include:

DIGITAL CURRENCIES

parties, and without a way to compel

Institutional lending and borrowing are highly intermediated and inefficient in digital asset markets

INSTITUTIONAL TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE TO BRING
CUSTODY AND LIQUIDITY TOGETHER

the return of coin when the crypto

This frictionless approach using

appreciates beyond the value of the

digitized assets held by custodians

collateral.

can provide the institutional market

account at a neutral, compliant custodian that focuses on bullet-proof

with an aggregation of virtually

asset custody and security.

1. Custodian Agnostic: hold your fiat and crypto assets in your own

A model has emerged where

unlimited third-party balance sheet

lenders and borrowers hold fiat or

for large-scale Prime Services like

digital assets at their own trusted

short lending, margin and leverage

your fiat and digital assets at your trusted custodian on a Layer-2

custodian and avoid any asset

financing. This will support asymmetric

blockchain and experience trade execution as an atomic exchange on-

movements. Lenders can easily

trading relationships between various

chain in milliseconds, with zero counterparty credit or settlement risk

manage their interest rates and risk

counterparty funding configurations,

-- Payment-vs.- Payment.

parameters such as initial, variation

e.g., credit vs. fully funded, credit

and liquidation margin levels (LTV

vs. margin, credit vs. credit, margin

3. Automated Net Settlement Movements: continuous net settlement

levels), as well as credit preferences.

vs. margin, etc., while allowing the

processed by custodians based on standing instructions from the

The assets are digitized without

parties to be fully funded legally

clients and without any custodial balance sheet or credit risk, and

moving them from the owners’

intra-day, and shifting credit risk to

without operating a clearinghouse.

accounts to facilitate programmatic

a wide range of willing lenders who

2. Real-time Clearing and Settlement with Atomic Exchange: tokenize

LENDING AND BORROWING

the borrower, and then enters into

lending and borrowing in a real-time

know how to price these risks. It will

4. Cross-Custodian Trading and Net Settlement: trade with counterparties

Institutional lending and borrowing

an agreement with the borrower. The

lending marketplace. This approach

also facilitate a competitive lending

at any other custodian with cross-margining, continuous netting, and

are highly intermediated and

borrower then sends collateral assets

makes it possible for anyone with

marketplace without intermediation,

custodian-to-custodian atomic net settlement on behalf of all trading

inefficient in digital asset markets.

to the intermediary (e.g., USD) who

collateral on the network to be able

rehypothecation risks, or movement

counterparties.

Lenders generally entrust their

then transfers the loan proceeds or

to borrow assets made available for

of collateral, as well as drastically

assets to lending intermediaries and

assets (e.g., BTC) to the borrower.

lend programmatically, on-demand,

reducing systemic risk by distributing

have to transfer their assets to this

The intermediary then has to actively

elastically, intra-day and at high

risks away from any single balance

for liquidity from retail and institutional exchanges, ECNs, market

intermediary. The intermediary then

manage the default risk and eventually

velocity with no commitments on

sheet and guarantor structure.

makers, OTC desks and brokerages, with a full range of trading

seeks to find a borrower, AML/KYCs

sends a portion of the

duration. Lend/ borrow transactions

5. Tradable Liquidity Aggregation: freedom to choose any counterparties

platforms. White label capabilities for all trading needs including a lit

WHAT CAN DIGITAL ASSET
BROKERS DO TO PLAN AHEAD
FOR A DEFI FUTURE?
Today’s emerging digital asset brokers

CLOB exchange, dark pool, and liquidity aggregation with smart order
routing, as well as an RFQ block trading solution.
6. Lending/Borrowing via Institutional DeFi: ability to aggregate

should note that decentralized finance

unlimited third-party balance sheet through a lending marketplace

(DeFi) is a broad and complex playing

where collateral stays in lender and borrower accounts at their own

field. There is a big AML/KYC question

custodian(s). Margin and leverage financing are facilitated with repo

to solve for institutional participation

transactions in real-time, executed as an atomic exchange on custodial

in DeFi. In the current DeFi landscape,

Layer-2 blockchain ledgers.

interactions are anonymous, but
brokers need transparency because

7. Real-Time Payments: facilitates cash sweeps at the custodial blockchain

institutional clients will require it.

level for multi-asset brokerage operations that need to support instant

Brokers can partner with a custodian

margin movements for clients 24x7.

like Trustology who can facilitate
staking and lending from a custodial

There is a big AML/KYC question to solve for institutional participation in DeFi
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account while maintaining policies

custodian, such as the above described

bridge to the broader DeFi protocols

and controls necessary for regulatory

lending marketplace, offer a near term

and unlock tremendous potential

compliance. Institutional DeFi-like

solution for opportunities like margin

gains in both access to liquidity and

services amongst parties that each

and leverage financing for a yield.

crowd sourced balance sheet, as well

AML/KYC through a regulated

Without a doubt, future solutions will

as yield farming.
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BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

Forex Security:

Eight tips to protect
your brokerage

Imagine waking up on the silk sheets

get into the client databases and help

of your Monaco penthouse with

themselves. However, they are clever

a strange message on your phone

about how they operate so as not

saying you need to go to the office.

to be detected, taking around 25%

As you exit your Lambo on the way

of records on the first breach only to

to the company building, your COO

return a few weeks later and taking

runs over with wet red eyes, saying:

whatever data remains.

“A hacker stole the leads from our
or jumping from a window are all

WHY DO DATA BREACHES
OCCUR?

options that flash through your eyes

Cybercrime is a multi-billion-dollar

before you realize you just lost 35% to

industry and is a threat that will not go

65% of your annual income. Like you,

away. The primary type of data hackers

all online brokers face exposure to

seek is personally identifiable information

threats from phishing, spamming, and

that they can use to steal money,

spyware software that steal vital data

compromise identities, or even sell on the

worth millions.

black market via the dark web.

WHAT IS A DATA BREACH?

There are a few reasons a data

When accessing information without

breach occurs, including by accident,

authorization, it is a security incident

although most cybersecurity attacks

known as a data breach. A data

are specifically targeted. When a

breach can cause considerable harm

cybercriminal launches a targeted

to both brokers and traders in several

attack, they use spam and phishing

different ways. Generally speaking,

email tactics to try and trick users into

data breaches are expensive because

revealing data, download malware, or

they take significant time to repair,

direct them to vulnerable websites.

CRM.” Crying, firing your COO,

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

By David Rosh Pina, content manager at Leverate

meanwhile causing irreversible
damage to lives and reputations.

Cybercriminals make vast sums of
money and are predicted to cost the

In recent years, stories of massive data

world around $10.5 trillion annually

breaches have appeared in the news

by 2025. Forex traders are particularly

with alarming frequency, although it’s

exposed to data breaches since a

not surprising. Because technology

staggering $5 trillion is traded every

has advanced so rapidly, more of our

day, attracting cyber criminals more

personal information has migrated

than any other sector.The problem

to the digital world as time has

lies in that foreign exchange trading

progressed. Naturally, this has led to

platform is no longer the domain of

cyberattacks becoming more common.

banks and global institutions. The
internet has opened the arena wide

David Rosh Pina

Studies show that 45% of financial services such as stock exchanges, money exchanges, and transfer
services have suffered attacks, causing them to lose billions of dollars, not to mention those who don’t
admit to it. Security companies spend millions every year in the detection and destruction of attacks.
David Rosh Pina, content manager at Leverate, offers eight tips that will help to prevent hacking
attempts from succeeding.
Image by Shutterstock
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According to a study by Ponemon

to allow the average person to get

Institute, a data breach costs a firm

involved in Forex, securities, and

an average of $3.86m, which equates

commodities trading wherever they

to $148 for every record stolen. This

are in the world. This means more

clearly shows how real the threat

data is exposed to cybercriminals than

of data breaches is, particularly for

ever before, with data breaches now

anyone trading on the internet.

an almost everyday occurrence.

Those who want to open a forex
brokerage firm without effective

WHAT KIND OF DATA IS
TARGETED IN AN ATTACK?

technology leave themselves wide

The main target other than funds

open to hackers. Cybercriminals can

are Forex leads, trading platforms
DECEMBER 2021
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Forex Security: Eight tips to protect your brokerage
like MT4 white label, and liquidity,

uploaded by the users of the trading

either directly or indirectly. A hacker

from a liquidity provider. Financial

site for compliance verification,

can target traders individually by

transactions form the core of Forex/

such as personal photos, national ID

gaining access to passwords or

CFD trading, which by nature requires

cards, birth certificates, bank account

indirectly targeting them by attacking

a lot of sensitive data, especially when

statements, drivers’ licenses, utility

the broker. This is a significant concern

working with Forex CRM. These

bills, and unredacted credit cards.

as brokers maintain centralized records

terabytes of personal and confidential
information make online trading a
particularly lucrative target for security
attacks and data breaches.

of traders’ data, making them ideal

HOW TRADERS CAN BE
VULNERABLE TO DATA
BREACHES

for cyber-attacks. Brokers stand to lose

Forex traders and the systems they use

amounts.

deal on average with more significant

In March this year, a prominent online

are among the most vulnerable targets

forex trading site, had one of its

for hackers. In the most severe cases,

unsecured servers hacked, preventing

hackers can access the platforms of

EIGHT TIPS TO PROTECT YOUR
BROKERAGE

nearly 20TB and 16 billion records

brokerages too, which results in a

1. Choose passwords that are at

from being stolen. Although the server

much more significant data breach.

least 12 characters long

hosted critical financial data, it was left

The kind of attacks they can carry out

Passwords are not a detail. Don’t

open without password or encrypted

includes the following:

be imaginative because hackers
can also possess that characteristic.

protection, leaving user information
accessible to anyone. The target for

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

more in case of hacking since they

• If hackers access passwords, they

Use a password generator for your

most data breaches is personally

can make transactions, sell stocks

work accounts. Make sure your

identifiable information, known as PII.

or trading currencies, transfer funds

password generator can create

For the trading site, the list of data

to their accounts and then close

lengthy passwords containing letters,

them after execution.

numbers, special characters and be at

stolen included the following:

• A hacker can access a trader’s

least 12 characters long. Try password

• First and surnames

account information, including their

generators like Lastpass, Norton, and

• Email addresses

net worth and trading strategy.

Dashalane.

• Phone numbers

• Malicious users can alter the bid or

• Billing addresses

ask prices of any given instrument

2. Never confuse your personal life

• Country

in a trading action and force traders

with your work

• Time zone

to make the wrong move.

It’s elementary to hack into your

• IP addresses

• Hackers can access personal

brokerage’s system using downloads

• GPS co-ordinates

information, financial history,

or links you clicked on without

• Passport numbers

trading strategies, bank accounts,

knowing what they were. For

• Social media IDs, including Google

and a host of other information

example, when you download a movie

they can use to drain bank

on Torrent, you don’t know where any

accounts and disrupt brokerages.

of those links lead. The moment you

and Facebook

approve one of those downloads is

In addition, cyber attackers helped
themselves to files that had been

Traders can be a victim of cybercrime

the moment when you invite someone
into your brokerage’s system—

Image by Shutterstock

download movies on your personal
computer and separate the individual
from the professional.
3. Implement an antivirus system
Installing antivirus software is the
most effective defense you have
against hackers. Don’t spare money
when it gets to choosing a complete
and adequate antivirus system for
your brokerage. Antivirus software
A data breach can cause considerable harm to both brokers and traders in several different ways
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Forex Security: Eight tips to protect your brokerage
Image by Shutterstock

authentication.
7. Back up your data
If a hack happens, your data can be
whipped out, or you can be blocked
from accessing it. The safest thing you
can do to prevent this from happening
is to archive the most important
information you have — classified
documents from your business, CRM
data from your clients, employee
information, and personal belongings
like family photos. This way, you can
restore your brokerage seamlessly.
More data is exposed to cybercriminals than ever before

BROKERAGE OPERATIONS

8. Email protection
company data, including CRM

Yes, you don’t go out there and share

Use email protection and encryption

information about the company’s

your passwords, but when you need

so that only the people in your

clients and your HR information about

to check your CRM updates or a price

company can read sensitive internal

employees.

of a particular commodity or asset,

messages and not receive dangerous

you may have to log in to your system

notifications from the outside.

4. Get a dedicated IP

in public when you think no one is

Sending emails containing malware

A dedicated IP is an IP address that

looking. One word “don’t.”

and other malicious files is one of the

a service like a hosting site or a VPN

hackers’ most common ways to steal

provider assigns exclusively for your

6. Use double authentication

information and access your CRM. Use

brokerage’s office. For safety reasons,

Choose an authentication method

the antivirus scan and other tools to

some networks are only accessible

in which you have to present two or

filter out those emails.

through specific IP addresses. This

more pieces of evidence (or factors)

way, only brokerage employees with

to an authentication mechanism. The

CONCLUSION

access to the internet connection

most frequent double system is to

Data breaches are very much a part of

at the office can reach essential

generate two passwords. Use a third-

day-to-day Forex trading, so it makes

documents and other business-related

party authenticator (TPA) app that

sense to use a safe CRM system.

data.

enables two-factor authentication.

Research shows that brokerages can

These authenticators usually

lose up to 65% of their business

5. Make sure no one sees your

show a randomly generated and

because of a data breach, making

password when you type it

frequently changing code to use for

it essential to provide a completely
reinforced, robust, and secure

Image by Shutterstock

platform for today’s traders.
Using the latest encryption technology
and having rigid authentication
processes are just a few of the tools
you can use to ensure the best
protection against cyber-crime.
Although it is impossible to predict
when a data breach will occur, it is
essential that your brokerage works
with an established and reputed
technology company to help it
navigate through the waters of Forex
security.
Cybercrime is a multi-billion-dollar industry and is a threat that will not go away
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Connexus® Crypto
Providing low latency connectivity to global crypto-exchanges

An Arbitrage Accelerating solution that
enables trading of cryptocurrencies across
exchanges globally

Learn more about our arbitrage accelerating solution at:
www.ipc.com/connexus-crypto
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